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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In today’sworld, the so called “smart”-devices are all aroundus, fromthephone tucked
in our pocket to the wifi-connected digital camera we carry on travels. These devices are
the result of the continuous effort to miniaturise electronic components and to improve
their performance. In 1975 Gordon E. Moore predicted that the complexity of the integ-
rated circuits used incommercial deviceswoulddouble every year since their introduction
[1]. As thedevice functionalitiesbecomemorecomplex, thenecessityofmanipulating and
storing information increases.
In the case of long term data storage, information is encoded in a non-volatile change
of amaterial property suchasmagnetisation in ferromagneticmemories. Thediscovery in
the 1980s of spin transport dependent phenomena and of giantmagnetoresistance (GMR)
by Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg [2] gave rise to the field of spintronics which has had
strong impact on magnetic recording. In particular, GMR allowed for the production of
extremely sensitivemagnetic field sensors that boosted the sensitivity of hard disk record-
ing heads allowing for an increase in the density of the recorded information. Although
the current areal density of recorded information in magnetic hard drives has reached
1 Tb/inch2 (corresponding to a bit size of 25×25 nm2), the continuously increasing de-
mand for miniaturisation asks for even higher storage densities. However, as the size of
the magnetic bit gets smaller one reaches the superparamagnetic limit. Beyond this limit
thermal fluctuations have enough energy to cause the magnetisation of the magnetic bit
to randomly flip, erasing the recorded information. One way to overcome this problem
is to employ materials with stronger coercivity. Although, the higher magnetic anisotropy
1
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a) b) Word Line
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Figure 1.1: (a) Picture showing a writing head for Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR) (from
Mark Lutwyche of Seagate Research) (b) MRAM cell based on tunnel magnetoresistance. Image
adapted from [4]
of these materials allows for stabilising smaller magnetic bits, the increase in coercivity
makes it harder to write information as the magnetic field of the current hard disk writing
heads is not strong enough. To overcome this problem, a novel solution, known as heat
assistedmagnetic recording (HAMR) has been proposed [3]. InHAMR, themagnetic write
head carries a laser diode that locally heats up the bit to be written in order to temporarily
decrease its coercivity. The HAMR recording head is shown in figure figure 1.1a.
Tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR), is a magneto-transport effect that occurs between
two ferromagnetic layers separated by an insulator layer which is thin enough for the elec-
trons to tunnel through it [5]. Figure 1.1b showsa typicalmagnetic randomaccessmemory
(MRAM) cell based on the TMR effect. When the top and the bottommagnetic layers are
magnetised parallel or antiparallel with respect to each other the resistance of the device
is, respectively, low or high. The low or high resistance state of the junction corresponds
to the “0” or “1” state of the bit. The information in theMRAM cell is typically encoded by
letting a strong current through the word line and causing a reorientation of the top mag-
netic layer. Different methods, such as spin transfer torque, have been proposed but their
energy requirements are too high for use in everyday applications [6]. TMR effects up to
1100% have been recently reported [7], making this technology extremely interesting for
the development of non volatile memory devices.
It is now clear that in both cases of hard disks and MRAMs the storage of information
requires the switching of the magnetisation in a ferromagnetic layer. As the miniaturisa-
tion of the magnetic bits progresses, writing information with the use of a magnetic field
becomes increasingly problematic both for energy dissipation and for speed reasons. In
this context, investigating novel paths tomagnetisation switching that combine reliability,
speed, and energy efficiency is of primary importance.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Concept of a magnetoelectric MRAM cell. The application of a voltage to the mul-
tiferroic layer (green) induces a magnetisation reorientation in the free ferromagnetic layer of the
MRAM cell. Adapted from [8]. (b) All optical switching of a GdFeCo layer. 40 fs long circularly po-
larised laser pulses landed on the sample at different location and caused a local reversal of the
magnetisation. Adapted from [9].
In order to drastically lower the power consumption of storage devices, it has beenpro-
posed recently that magnetoelectric multiferroic materials, that are both ferromagnetic
and ferroelectric, can be employed as constituents of magnetoelectric MRAM cells (see
chapter 2 and [8] for more details). Due to the coupling of their electric and magnetic
properties the application of an electric fieldmay be used tomanipulate directly the mag-
netisation state of the free layer of a traditional MRAM cell with negligible current con-
sumption (Fig. 1.2a).
Currently, the speed atwhich information canbeprocessed is significantly higher than
the speed at which information can be recorded in magnetic storage devices. Recent ex-
periments have shown that switching by the sole application of ultrashort magnetic field
pulses becomes unreliable for pulse durations below 2ps [10]. Beaurepaire et al. [11]
discovered in 1996 that ultrashort laser pulses cause a quenching of the magnetisation
of a magnetic material on a sub-ps time scale. This discovery fuelled the interest of re-
searchers in investigatingwhether ultrafast laser pulses could be employed formagnetisa-
tion switching. In 2007, Stanciu et al. [9] discovered that by illuminating a thin layer of
Gd22Fe74.6Co3.4 with 40-fs circularly polarised laser pulses the magnetisation can be loc-
ally reversed as shown in figure 1.2b. The origin of this effect is still debated, but it seems
strongly correlated with ultrafast demagnetisation as will be described in chapter 3.
Although much has been achieved in the field of magnetoelectric multiferroics and
ultrafast manipulation of magnetisation, much remains to be investigated to exploit the
full capability of these discoveries. In this framework, this thesis focused on the following
aspects: by using state-of-the-art x-ray magnetic microscopy techniques we have invest-
igated the mechanisms of strain-mediated magnetoelectric coupling at the nanoscale as
3
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well as the effect of lateral confinement on ultrafast magnetisation switching in GdFeCo
micro- and nanostructures. Furthermore, we developed and employed a novel experi-
mental technique to ascertain if stochastic contributions are present in ultrafast demag-
netisation processes of ferromagnetic thin films. This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a phenomenological overview on howmagnetic properties ofmatter can
bemanipulated by the application of electric fields, setting the background for the exper-
iments described in chapter 6. After a phenomenological introduction of the concept of
magnetoelectric coupling and single phase multiferroic materials, the concept of artifi-
cial multiferroic is presented and the most recent discoveries in this field are discussed.
Chapter 3 discusses how magnetic materials can be modified by the excitation with
femtosecond laser pulses, setting the background for the experiments described in
chapters 7 and 8. After describing the relevant time scales in magnetism and the in-
teraction mechanisms of ultrashort laser pulses with a magnetic system, the latest
investigations in ultrafast magnetism are presented.
Chapter 4 describes the samples and the sample fabricationmethods used for the meas-
urements presented in this thesis.
Chapter 5 describes how one can produce high resolution images of magnetic domains
using x-ray photoemission electron microscopy and how a commercial photoemission
electron microscope has been modified to allow for the application of in situ electric
fields. This experimental technique has been used for the measurements presented in
chapters 6 and 7.
Chapter 6 presents the results of two experiments that explore strain-mediatedmagneto-
electric coupling inmicro- andnanopatternedartificialmultiferroics. Wegive thefirst ex-
perimental proof of a uniform 90◦ magnetisation rotation in aNi nanoisland, induced by
the applicationof an electric field. Because the rotationof themagnetisation is complete,
the corresponding magnetoelectric coupling coefficient is among the highest measured
so far.
Chapter 7 describes the result of an experiment that aimed at observing ultrafast mag-
netisation switching using a single linearly polarised femtosecond laser pulse in GdFeCo
nanostructures.
Chapter 8 presents a novel experimental set-up that makes it possible to perform single-
shot time-resolvedmeasurements of an ultrafast process. Using this set-upwewere able
toprobe ina singlepump-probeevent, thedemagnetisationprocessof a cobalt thin layer,
showing for the first time that no stochastic contribution are present in the early time
period of ultrafast demagnetisation.
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CHAPTER 2
Manipulatingmagnetism with electric fields
This chapter gives an overview on howmagnetic properties of matter can be manipu-
lated by the application of electric fields, setting a ground for the experiments described
in chapter 6. It starts with a short phenomenological introduction on the concept of mag-
netoelectric coupling and continues with the discussionof howmultiferroicmaterials can
potentially show stronger magnetoelectic coupling. This is followed by the introduction
of the concept of artificial multiferroic materials in which single ferroic materials can be
coupled together to obtain a magnetoelectric coupling1.
2.1 Magnetoelectric Coupling
Magnetoelectric coupling refers to a cross coupling between electric and magnetic
fields in a medium. In 1894, its existence was first predicted by Pierre Curie in materials
that simultaneously break time and space reversal symmetry [4]. However it was experi-
mentally discovered only many years later, in Cr2O3 [5].
One can describe the free energy of a material as a function of the applied magnetic
and electric field as:
1This chapter follows from the descriptions given in the following recent reviews: [1, 2, 3]
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F ( ~E , ~H ) =− ~Ps · ~E − ~Ms · ~B −
ε0
2
∑
i j
χE
i j
E0iE0 j (2.1)
−
1
2µ0
∑
i j
χM
i j
B0iB0 j −
1
µ0
∑
i j
αi j E0iB0 j + · · ·
where ~Ps and ~Ms are the spontaneous electric andmagnetic polarisation, χ
E
i j
and χM
i j
are
the magnetic and electric susceptibilities and α is the linear magnetoelectric coupling.
From 2.1 one can derive the magnetic and electrical polarisations:
Pi =−

∂ F
∂ Ei

B
= Ps i +ε0
∑
j
χE
i j
E j +
1
µ0
∑
j
αi jB j + · · · (2.2)
Mi =−

∂ F
∂ Bi

E
=Ms i +µ0
∑
j
χM
i j
B j +
1
µ0
∑
j
αi j E j + · · · (2.3)
This set of equations shows that the magnetoelectric coupling allows one tomodulate
the magnetic polarisation of a material by applying an electric field as well as modulating
its electric polarisation by applying a magnetic field. Materials that show this effect are
termedmagnetoelectric materials.
Manipulating the magnetisation of a material by the application of an external elec-
tric field is a fascinating topic, not only for the potential for applications in producing low
power consumption spintronic devices [6] but also on a more fundamental level. Mag-
netism arises from the spin moment of the electron. Its coupling to the electron charge
is typically weak as it originates from a perturbative effect, the spin-orbit coupling. In
fact, in most materials the coupling between electric and magnetic properties is weak. In
magnetoelectricmaterials, however, this coupling is found to be significant and the quest
for materials showing even stronger coupling led to novel and exciting results such as the
improper ferroelectricity in TbMnO3 and flexomagnetoelectric interactions [7, 8].
Cr2O3 showsoneof thehighest coupling coefficientsmeasured so farαz z = 4.17psm
−1.
Yet, the effect of the application of an electric field on the magnetic structure of Cr2O3 is
modest. From 2.3 it is possible to estimate that flipping one of the spins in the Cr2O3 unit
cell would require an electric field of the order of 2× 103GVm−1, approximately 1000 times
stronger than the crystal field [9].
It is possible to demonstrate that in single-phasematerials themagnetoelectric coeffi-
cient has an upper bound determined by the product of magnetic and electric susceptib-
ilities [10]:
8
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αi j ≤
q
ε0µ0χ
m
i i χ
e
j j (2.4)
This inequality shows that strongermagnetoelectric couplingsmay be expected inma-
terials with high dielectric and magnetic susceptibilities such as those that show a coex-
istence of a long range electric andmagnetic order. This result has stimulated researchers
to synthesise and characterise newmaterials that are at the same time ferromagnetic and
ferroelectric. These materials are known as magnetoelectric multiferroics as described in
the following.
2.2 Multiferroics andMagnetoelectricMaterials
2.2.1 FerroicMaterials and Ferroic Orders
A ferroic material is a material that possesses a long range order of a certain micro-
scopic property giving rise to a spontaneous macroscopic property, also identified as or-
der parameter. Being able to induce changes in the order parameter by the application
of one or more external fields is a necessary requirements for a ferroic material. Up to
now four ferroic orders are known: ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity, ferroelasticity2 and
ferrotoroidicity. Each of these order is related to a symmetry breaking as summarised in
table 2.1. This thesis focuses on ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism; more details about
the other mentioned ferroic orders can be found in [11, 12].
Ferroic Order Order Parameter Space Invariant Time Invariant
Ferroelasticity Strain Yes Yes
Ferroelectricity Polarisation No Yes
Ferromagnetism Magnetisation Yes No
Ferrotoroidicity Toroidal Moment No No
Table 2.1: Ferroic orders and symmetry breaking.
Ferromagneticmaterials are characterised by the presence of a spontaneous magnet-
isation that can be switched by an applied magnetic field. The magnetisation must be
stable and the switching process follows a hysteresis curve. The same type of long range
order is present in antiferromagnetic materials where the magnetic moments are aligned
antiparallel to each other and cancel completely within the magnetic unit cell.
Ferroelectric materials show a spontaneous electrical polarisation that can be
switched by the application of an external electric field. The switching happens between
two stable polarisation states and follows a hysteresis curve.
2The presence of a spontaneous stress arises by a change in the crystal symmetry, i.e. a symmetry breaking
is present despite the material being time and space invariant
9
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Electrically
Polarisable
Magnetically
Polarisable
Ferroelectric Ferromagnetic
Magnetoelectric
Multiferroics
Figure 2.1: Relationship betweenmagnetoelectric materials and multiferroics. Adapted from [2]
Ferrimagnetic materials, similarly to antiferromagnets, show an antiparallel align-
ment of the magnetic moments in the magnetic unit cell. However, in ferrimagnets, the
opposingmagneticmoments have different magnitude or their alignment is not perfectly
collinear, generating a net magnetisation that can be switched by the application of an
external magnetic field as in the case of a ferromagnet.
2.2.2 Multiferroics andMagnetoelectricMaterials
One generally identifies a material as multiferroic if it shows the coexistence of mul-
tiple ferroic orders in one single phase. In a multiferroic, the ferroic orders may or may
not be coupled, meaning that their coexistence is not a sufficient condition for the pres-
ence of a coupling between the order parameters. In the following the term multiferroic
will be used to indicatematerials which are both ferroelectric and ferromagnetic.
Figure 2.1 clarifies the relationshipbetween ferromagnetic, ferroelectric,magnetoelec-
tric and multiferroic materials. Ferromagnets and ferroelectrics are a subset of the mag-
netically and electrically polarisable materials respectively. Magnetically polarisable ma-
terials also comprises antiferromagnets and paramagnets. Similarly, paraelectrics are also
classified as electrically polarisable materials. Magnetoelectric coupling is likely to hap-
pen when thematerial is both electrically andmagnetically polarisable (blue set). Materi-
als that belong to the blue set and simultaneously show ferromagnetismor ferroelectricity
are identified as magnetoelectric multiferroic.
The known number of single phase magnetoelectric multiferroics is relatively small,
as a consequence of the fact that the requirements for the existence of ferroelectricity and
ferromagnetism in oxides are almost mutually exclusive [13]. For example, in ABO3 per-
10
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A
B
O
Figure 2.2: Dipolemoment in a ABO3 perovskite. Adapted from [14]
ovskites, the development of a strong spontaneous dipole moment is related to the dis-
placement of the B cation from its central position in the BO6 oxygen cage (Fig. 2.2). This
distortion is stabilised by the hybridisation of the lowest unoccupied 3d levels of the B
cation with the oxygen 2p levels which is favoured when the B cation is in a d 0 state. This
condition is clearly in contrastwith thepresence ofmagnetism that requires partially filled
d-orbitals.
Inmost knownmultiferroics, ferroelectricity coexistswith antiferromagnetismand fer-
rimagnetism as in the case of bismuth ferrite or the rare earthmanganites [15, 16]. BiFeO3
is one of the most intensively studied single phase multiferroics. It is a ferroelectric an-
tiferromagnet with a Néel temperature TN ≈ 640K and a ferroelectric Curie temperature
TC ≈ 1100K. It has one of the highest spontaneous electrical polarisations measured so
far Ps ≈ 130µCcm
−2 [17], and a complex magnetic structure that is at the origin of a re-
sidual magnetic moment. Despite this, it has a relatively small magnetoelectric coupling
coefficient [18]. More details about single phase multiferroics can be found in [1, 19, 20].
2.3 Artificial Multiferroics
Multiferroicity and magnetoelectric coupling can also be achieved artificially, for ex-
ample, by tailoring the interface between two different constituent materials, typically a
ferroelectric and a ferromagnet in such a way as to induce a coupling between the two or-
der parameters. The focus of research is moved from tailoring thematerial structure to fa-
vour the coexistence of ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism (as in the case of single phase
multiferroics), to tailoring the interface between two constituent materials to achieve a
strong magnetoelectric coupling. So far, three interfacial coupling mechanisms between
the individual components have been exploited to induce a magnetoelectric coupling in
composite material: strain, exchange, and charge coupling. A detailed explanation of the
mechanisms is given in the following3.
3This section follows from the descriptions given in the following recent reviews: [21, 22]
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of a strain coupled artificial multiferroic in which structural distortions gener-
ated by the ferroelectric cause a modification in themagnetic anisotropy of the ferromagnetic layer.
Adapted from [22].
2.3.1 StrainMediated Artificial Multiferroics
Strain-coupled artificial multiferroics are typically realised by interfacing a magneto-
strictive ferromagnetic layer and a ferroelectricwithhigh converse piezoelectric activity as
shown in figure 2.3. In ferromagnets, the magnetoelastic effect creates an additional con-
tribution to the magnetic anisotropy, which is proportional to the deformation to which
the ferromagnet is subjected to. When the ferromagnet is elastically coupled to the ferro-
electric, deformations can be induced in the ferromagnet by applying an electric field to
the ferroelectric via the converse piezoelectric effect. As a result, the magnetic properties
of the ferromagnet are manipulated by the application of an electric field.
Strain-mediatedmagnetoelectric coupling has been investigated and optimised since
the 1970s. However, in absence of a good control over the interfaces, the elastic couplings
were poor and the magnetoelectric coupling values at frequencies far from mechanical
resonances were low. Recently, advances in sample growth techniques have allowed the
synthesis of artificial multiferroics with optimal elastic coupling between the constituent
phases such asmagnetostrictive nanopillars in a ferroelectricmatrix [23] or thin ferromag-
netic layers deposited directly on ferroelectric crystals [24, 25]. In this context, the experi-
ments described in chapter 6 show how strainmediatedmagnetoelectric coupling can be
exploited to obtain a non-volatile control of the magnetic configuration in Ni nanodots,
leading to one of the highest magnetoelectric coupling coefficients measured so far.
Complex oxides can also be employed as ferromagnetic constituents. In this case
the piezoelectric strain can induce more dramatic changes involving the atomic and
electronic structures as observed in different studies involving La0.3Sr0.7MnO3 [26],
La0.3Ca0.7MnO3 [27] and Pr0.4Ca0.6MnO3 [28]. For a more comprehensive overview see
12
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Figure2.4: Sketch of an exchange coupled artificialmultiferroic inwhich a single-phasemultiferroic
and a soft ferromagnetic layer are coupled together. The exchange interaction at the interface is
usedas amechanism tomodify themagnetic properties of the latter and generate amagnetoelectric
coupling. Adapted from [22].
[21].
Recently, it has been proposed that strain pulses can induce 180◦ magnetisation reori-
entations [29]. However, the strain threshold needed to induce stable magnetic reorient-
ations is above 0.1%, even in the case of sub-100 nm structures. Thus, it is still an open
question whether such large strain pulses can be compatible with the high reliability re-
quired for the application in MRAM cells.
2.3.2 ExchangeMediated ArtificialMultiferroics
Exchange-coupled artificial multiferroics are typically realised by coupling a soft fer-
romagnetic layer (CoFe, NiFe) and an antiferromagnetic multiferroic (BiFeO3, LuMnO3,
YMnO3) as shown in figure 2.4. The interaction of a ferromagnetic layer with an antifer-
romagnet has been extensively studied since the discovery of exchange-bias in 1956 [30].
Exchange-bias arises from the pinned uncompensated magnetic moments at the inter-
face between the ferromagnetic layer and the antiferromagnet. Their effect is to create a
unidirectional anisotropy (exchange anisotropy) that causes a shift in the hysteresis curve
of the ferromagnet. The direction of the shift can be defined by applying a magnetic field
in a certain direction while cooling the system through the Néel temperature. For a more
detailed review on exchange-bias see for example [31].
In antiferromagnetic ferroelectrics, as for example in BiFeO3 and rare earth man-
ganites, the antiferromagnetic order can be manipulated directly by the application of
an external electric field, causing a reorientation of the antiferromagnetic vector or the
switching of antiferromagnetic domains [32, 33]. This allows for the modification of
the exchange-bias direction by the application of an electric field without the need of
13
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temperature cycling. Interfaces based on BiFeO3, rare earthmanganites, such as LuMnO3
and YMnO3, andmagnetoelectricmaterials such as Cr2O3 have been investigated leading
to important results [34, 35, 36, 37].
In the context of electric field inducedmagnetisation reorientations inmagnetic nano-
structures, the interface CoFe / BiFeO3 has been extensively investigated. Thanks to its
cantedantiferromagneticmagnetic structure, BiFeO3 hasa residual netmagneticmoment
that can couple directly to themagnetisationof theCoFe islands. By carefully tailoring the
BiFeO3 ferroelectric domain structure, a reproducible electric field induced switching of
its antiferromagnetic domain structure was achieved. As a consequence, the application
of electric fields induced a deterministic 180◦ switching of the exchange coupled CoFe
magnetic element [38].
Finally, it is important to note that while different models have been formulated to
explain the details of exchange mediated magnetoelectric coupling, the ultimate under-
standing of the details of the effect is still matter of intense research. For more details see
[39].
2.3.3 Charge Mediated ArtificialMultiferroics
Charge-coupled artificial multiferroics are typically realised by coupling a ferromag-
netic layer and ferroelectrics with polarisation perpendicular to the interface plane as
shown in figure 2.5. In charge mediated artificial multiferroics, the bound charge at the
ferroelectric interface modulates the charge carrier density in the ferromagnetic layer
through charge screening. The geometry of the structure is analogous to field effect
devices using ferroelectric dielectrics and allows for large modulations in the charge
carrier density at the interface [40]. Such modulations can be employed to generate
important modifications in every electronic-driven phenomenon in solid state such as
transport, magnetism and orbital ordering.
Modifications of the charge carrier density in ferromagnetic metals normally cause a
shift in the Fermi energy. This is responsible for a change in the spin imbalance of the sys-
tem leading to a direct change in the saturation magnetisation of the ferromagnetic layer
[41]. The occupation of 3d orbitals can also be affected by differences in the charge carrier
density, leading to changes in themagnetic anisotropy of thematerial via spin-orbit coup-
ling [41, 42]. Recently, investigations of interfaces involving 3d metals on ferroelectrics
have confirmed theoretical predictions and demonstrated sizeable changes in magnetic
anisotropy with the application of external electric fields [43, 44].
More radical changes can be expected when the ferromagnetic constituent is a mixed
valence complex oxide, such as La1–xSrxMnO3 (LSMO). Typically, mixed valence complex
oxides show a rich phase diagram as a function of chemical doping with the presence
of competing ground states [45]. Ferroelectric field effects can be employed to alter
14
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of an charge coupled artificial multiferroic in which the screening of the ferro-
electric polarisation at the interface induces a charge accumulation/depletion at the interface that
affects themagnetic interactions in the ferromagnet. Adapted from [22].
the charge doping of the ferromagnetic oxide layer and drive it through the boundary
separating two different ground states. Recent investigations on LSMO / PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
have demonstrated that the magnetic ground state of the interfacial manganite layer can
be altered from ferromagnetic in the charge depletion state to antiferromagnetic in the
charge accumulation state [46].
As the charge mediated effect is related to the accumulation of charge at the interface
between the ferromagnet and the ferroelectric, charge mediated magnetoelectric coup-
ling is a strictly interfacial effect limited by the Thomas-Fermi screening length in the fer-
romagnetic constituent, which varies, depending on the material, from few angstroms to
≈1nm. While very strong magnetoelectric coupling coefficients can be obtained for ul-
trathin films, it is still under debate how this coupling mechanism can be extended to
thicker films as required in data storage applications.
In this chapter I discussed the possibility of manipulating magnetisation with the ap-
plication of external electric fields, setting the background for the experiments presented
in chapter 6. In the next chapter I will address the possibility of manipulating magnetisa-
tion at an ultrafast pace using ultrashort laser pulses.
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CHAPTER 3
Manipulatingmagnetism with light
This chapter discusses how magnetic materials can be modified by the excitation
with femtosecond laser pulses setting the background for the experiments described in
chapters 7 and 8. It starts by describing the relevant time scales in magnetism and con-
tinues with a general description of the effects of an ultrashort laser pulse on a magnetic
system. The two cases of ultrafast laser induced demagnetisation and magnetisation
reversal are then considered1.
3.1 Relevant time scales inmagnetism
The time evolution of magnetisation happens over timescales that span from thou-
sands of years, as in the case of magnetic viscosity [3], to few femtoseconds, as in the
case of exchange interaction. Magnetic processes that happen on time scales down to
few nanoseconds are related to the propagation of ferromagnetic domain walls in micro
and nanostructures [4]. Precessional motions, coherent magnetisation rotations and vor-
tex core dynamics happen on timescales ranging from 1ns to 100 ps [5, 6, 7]. Elementary
interactions in magnetism are related to a shorter time scale varying from 1 fs to 100 ps.
More specifically, the time scale related to the exchange interaction varies between 1 fs
and 100 fs, while spin-orbit coupling has a longer time scale varying between 100 fs to
10ps. The recent development of intense lasers capable of producing light pulses with
femtosecond duration and the optimisation of conversion schemes for generating strong
1This chapter follows from the description given in the following recent reviews: [1, 2]
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Figure 3.1: Time scales in magnetism andmatching excitation sources.
pulses in the THz regime, allowedone to excitemagnetic systems at time scales that relate
directly to the elementary interactions responsible for magnetism. The study of how the
magnetisation reacts to external stimuli on a time scale shorter than 100 ps is commonly
termed “ultrafastmagnetism”. Figure 3.1 shows a summary of the fundamental timescales
in magnetism alongside with possible excitations.
3.2 Interaction of magnetic materials with ultrashort op-
tical pulses
Magnetism is related to the spin and orbital angularmomenta of the electrons. Femto-
second optical pulses excite the system on a timescale comparable to the exchange
interaction and shorter than that of the spin-orbit interaction. As a consequence, the
magnetic system is left in a strongly non-equilibrium state where spin-orbit coupling,
magnetic anisotropies, and the exchange interactionmust be considered as a function of
time. Traditional thermodynamical and micro-magnetic approaches are no longer valid,
thus it is interesting to investigate how changes in the magnetic properties of the system
are related to energy and angular momentum exchange between the thermodynamic
reservoirs of the system. A pump laser pulse can excite the magnetic system in three pos-
sibleways: through (i) thermal effects, (ii) non-thermal effects requiring the absorption of
pump photons, and (iii) non-thermal effects that do not require the absorption of pump
photons. A brief description is given next.
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Thermal effects: The energy of the incoming laser pulse is absorbed by the system pro-
ducing a magnetisation change that follows the change in the spin temperature. The
energy of the incoming laser pulse is delivered to the electrons and the lattice. Their
thermalisation with electron-electron, electron-phonon, and electron-spin processes
determines the time scale at which the magnetisation varies. For itinerant ferromagnets
electron-electron processes can be very fast, in the sub-100fs regime.
Non-thermal effects involving the absorption of pump photons: These effects involve
the direct excitation of electronic states that are responsible for determining intrinsic
properties of the material, such as the exchange constants or the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. While the rate of change in the intrinsic properties is limited only by the
characteristics of the pump pulse, the magnetisation of the system will react at a speed
which is limited by the subsequent Landau Lifshitz Gilbert dynamic.
Non-thermal effects not requiring the absorption of pump photons: In this case the
process is based on coherent stimulated Raman scattering [1]. The incoming circularly
polarised photons cause a spin flip process in the ground state of the material with the
help of spin-orbit coupling. This mechanism is limited by the timescale associated with
the spin-orbit coupling and it can be as fast as 20 fs in the case of materials with high
spin-orbit coupling.
The next sections will focus on ultrafast demagnetisation and ultrafast magnetisation
reversal that are mainly related to thermal effects. More details about the other processes
can be found in [1].
3.3 Ultrafast Demagnetisation
3.3.1 Experimental Observations
Ultrafast demagnetisationupon femtosecond excitationwas firstmeasured byBeaure-
paire et al. in 1996 on aNi thin layer using 60 fs pump andprobe laser pulses [8]. Themeas-
urement was carried out by recording hysteresis loops using the linear magneto-optic
Kerr effect (MOKE) for different pump-probe delays. It was found that the magnetisation
dropped by 40% within the first picosecond, much faster than what could be expected
from the spin-lattice relaxation time. These results were further supported by magnetic
second harmonic generation and two-photon photoemission measurements [9, 10].
The extremely fast response of the magnetisation to femtosecond laser pulses raised
questions about the interpretation of the experimental observations. Indeed, it was
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Element Structure τd (fs) ∆M /M Method
Co 15 nm film 160 - 240 10%-50% Optical MOKE [15]
Co Co0.5Pd0.5 15 nm 220±20 ≈50% fs-XMCD [16]
Fe 7 nm film 50 - 75 8% - 30% Optical MOKE [17]
Fe 10 nm film 98±26 18% XUV T-MOKE [18]
Ni 10 nm film 157±9 40% XUV T-MOKE [18]
Ni 17 nm film 130±40 ≈100% fs-XMCD [19]
Ni 10 nm film 74±4 2% Optical MOKE [20]
Gd 10 nm film 760±250 30% fs-XMCD [21]
Tb 10 nm film 740±250 50% fs-XMCD [21]
Table 3.1: Measured demagnetisation time constants for selected experiments on different mag-
netic systems.
demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically, that care must be taken when con-
sidering secondharmonic generation orMOKEmeasurements in the first fewhundreds of
femtosecond, as they can be strongly affected by reflectivity changes due to state blocking
effects and dichroic bleaching [11, 12]. These uncertainties triggered the development
of complementary techniques that benefit from resonantly enhanced magnetic contrast
mechanisms, such as magneto-optic Kerr effect in the extreme ultraviolet, and x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism. Experiments carried out with these techniques confirmed
the earlier observations using non resonant magneto-optic effects [13, 14].
Ultrafast demagnetisation processes have been studied in a variety of thin layers of
magnetic elements and alloys. Table 3.1 shows a list of the measured demagnetisation
time constants from different experiments for selected magnetic elements. Typically the
demagnetisation times from different experiments are compared on the basis of the laser
fluence at the sample position. However, light absorption strongly depends on the layer
stack of the sample making particularly difficult to estimate the amount of energy ab-
sorbed by themagnetic system from the laser pulse. A better parameter when comparing
different experiments is the amount of magnetisation quenching∆M /M observed in the
measurement, which is proportional to the absorbed energy. Although some discrepan-
cies in the reporteddemagnetisation times remainevenafter taking thisparameter into ac-
count, the overall agreement of the data obtained in different experiments improves. It is
possible to observe that while transitionmetal ferromagnets demagnetise on a time scale
varying between 70 fs to 200 fs, rare earths ferromagnets react on a longer time scale. This
can be related to the fact that the energy from the infrared laser pulse is absorbed mainly
by the 5d electrons and not by the 4f electrons, which are the ones mainly responsible for
magnetism [22]. In this respect, it would be interesting to investigate how the demagnet-
isation time for rare earths ferromagnets varies when the system is pumped at resonance
with one of the N6,7 absorption edges in the deep ultraviolet.
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spins
lattice
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the three reservoirs (electrons, spins and lattice) involved
in the three temperature phenomenologicalmodel.
In addition, the role of the polarisation state of the pump pulses was investigated.
This information is important to discriminate whether or not a direct coupling between
photons and spins is present. Dalla Longa et al. [20] studied the ultrafast demagnetisation
ofNi using linearly andcircularly polarised laser pulses. They have found that the polarisa-
tion of the incoming pump pulse does not influence the demagnetisation time constant.
Recently, the effect of a magnetic domain structure was also examined by Vodungbo et al.
in Co/Pd multilayers [23]. They observed that the magnetic domains show a local, rapid
loss of magnetisation similar to what was observed in uniformly magnetised transition
metal films. Most importantly, themagnetic domain structure remains almost unaffected
by the demagnetisation process.
3.3.2 Mechanisms for Ultrafast Demagnetisation
The interpretation of the experimental data is typically performed in the framework
of the phenomenological three temperature model [8]. In this model three different reser-
voirs are considered: the electrons, the lattice and the spins. These three reservoirs inter-
act amongst themselves with couplings that have different microscopic origins (Fig. 3.2).
Assuming that a certain degree of thermal equilibrium is present, one can assign a tem-
perature to each reservoir. In the case of the electron reservoir, it is possible to define
an electron temperature only when the Fermi-Dirac description of the electron system is
valid, i.e. only after few tens of femtoseconds from the optical excitation [24].
The time evolution of the system temperatures is described by the following set of
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coupled differential equations [8]:
Ce
dTe
d t
=−Ge l (Te −Tl )−Ge s (Te −Ts ) +P (t ) (3.1)
Cs
dTs
d t
=−Ge s (Ts −Te )−Gs l (Ts −Tl ) (3.2)
Cl
dTl
d t
=−Ge l (Tl −Te )−Gs l (Tl −Ts ) (3.3)
where Ce , Cs , Cl represents the specific heat of the electron, spin, and lattice reservoirs
respectively. Te ,Ts , andTl are the temperatures of the electron, spin, and lattice reservoirs;
Ge l ,Ge s , andGs l are theelectron-lattice, electron-spinand spin-lattice coupling constants
respectively. P (t ) corresponds to the energy delivered to the system by the laser pulse.
While this model has an analytical solution that allows for fitting the experimental data
[25], the coupling constants obtained from the fitting are not related to the microscopic
mechanisms involved in ultrafast demagnetisation.
Typically, laser-induced ultrafast demagnetisation can be seen as a three step process.
Only the electron system has a response time which is fast enough to interact with the
incoming photons. In the first step, hot electrons are created on a time scale of ≈ 1 fs;
in the second step the electron system thermalises via electron-electron processes, and
Te increases within 50 fs to 500 fs. At last, electron-phonon processes start to heat up the
lattice, increasing Tl within ≈ 1ps.
The processes involving the spin reservoir are more complex. Considering that the
magnetisation arises from the spin angular momentum, it is clear that, in order to satisfy
angular momentum conservation, some of this angular momentum has to be taken away
from the spin system as the magnetisation is quenched. Two channels are available for
the dissipation of angular momentum from the spin system: the electrons and the lattice.
The spin-lattice coupling is normally weak and considered to have a strength of the order
of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, leading to spin lattice relaxation times above 100 ps
for transition metals. This timescale is clearly in contradiction with the sub-1 ps times-
cale generally observed in experiments and therefore suggests that theremust be stronger
coupling mechanisms between the spins and the two other reservoirs.
Direct interactions of the pump photons with the spin subsystem could lead to
changes in magnetisation happening on a time scale only determined by the pulse rise
time. Bigot et al. [26] indicated that ultrafast demagnetisationmight be related to a novel
relativistic quantummechanical process. However, the effect is only observed during the
overlap of the pump and the probe pulse as observed by Dalla Longa et al. [20], where
the effect was interpreted as a consequence of optical coherence. It is important to note
that if the angular momentum is modified by a direct interaction of the spins with the
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photons, differences in the demagnetisation process should be observed when the pump
pulse is linearly or circularly polarised. However, no difference was observed so far [20].
Spin-orbit coupling in ferromagnets is around 50meV, with a corresponding time con-
stant of≈20 fswhich is fast enough to explain the sub-1ps drop inmagnetisationobserved
in experiments. Due to spin-orbit coupling, electronic states in a solid are always a mix-
ture of two spin states with a dominant spin-up or spin-down character. If an electron
scatters with a phonon for example, there is a probability of a spin flip event. This type of
scattering event is normally referred to as Elliott-Yafet spin flip [27]. Koopmans et al. [15]
elaboratedanextensionof the three temperaturemodel including anElliott-Yafet spin-flip
rate. Although this model reproduces the time evolution observed in ultrafast demagnet-
isation experiments, it is under debatewhether the demagnetisation rates due to spin-flip
scattering are large enough to explain experimental observations.
More recently, Battiato et al. [28] have proposed a new model that is not based on a
transfer of angular momentum but on the transport of charge carriers out of the excited
area (superdiffusive spin transport). In their model, a photon excites an electron from a
d-band to sp-like bands having higher mobility. After the excitation, the electrons start
moving out of the pumped area and due to different lifetime of majority and minority
electrons, magnetisation is effectively pumped out of the probed area with the speed of
electrons in sp-like bands which is ≈ 1 nm/fs. This model was successfully employed to
reproduce the degree of demagnetisation as well as the time evolution of a previous exper-
iment on a nickel film [14]. Although still under debate, a direct experimental proof of this
model was observed in multilayer structures [29, 30, 31].
It is clear that although ultrafast demagnetisation is a heavily studied phenomenon
both from an experimental and a theoretical point of view, a clear picture of its micro-
scopic origin is still missing. In particular, all models that have been proposed up to now
are based on data frompump-probemeasurements. As itwill be clearer in chapter 8, such
type of measurements neglect eventual contributions from irreversible phenomena. To
address their unexplored effect, we have developed a new experimental approach that
allowed us to record in real time the laser induced demagnetisation process of ferromag-
netic thin films. The concept and the results of this experiment are described in chapter
8.
3.4 Ultrafast Magnetisation Reversal
It is commonly accepted that the speed at which the magnetisation can be switched
is limited by the magnetic precession time scale. Since magnetic switching may happen
in half a precessional period, one could imagine that the switching can be arbitrarily fast
and the limit is set only by the strength of the applied magnetic field pulse. However, it
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was shown that magnetic switching becomes unreliable for magnetic field pulses shorter
than 2 ps [32]. In parallel to this, Kimel et al. [33] discovered the possibility of employing
the inverse Faraday effect to generate ultrashort magnetic field pulses by illuminating a
magnetic dielectric with circularly polarised laser pulses.
More recently, Stanciu et al. [34] discovered that the magnetisation was deterministic-
ally reversed in a GdFeCo sample upon illumination with single 40 fs circularly polarised
laser pulses. GdFeCo is a ferrimagnetic amorphous alloy that is employed in magneto-
optical recording applications (see chapter 4). Time-resolved MOKE measurements con-
firmed that the magnetisation reversal happens without precessional motions and goes
through a state where the magnetisation is fully quenched [35]. To investigate further on
the origin of the ultrafast laser-induced magnetisation switching, time resolved XMCD
measurements were performed on GdFeCo [36]. This experiment allowed to investigate
separately the time evolution of the magnetisation in the Gd and Fe sublattices. It was
observed that upon laser excitation, the Gd and the Fe demagnetise on very different time
scales despite their antiferromagnetic coupling. More surprisingly, after the complete de-
magnetisation of the Fe, its magnetic moment remains aligned parallel to the one of Gd
for ≈ 1 ps generating a transient ferromagnetic state. Although the experiment could not
reconstruct the full relaxation to the reversed state, atomistic simulations confirmed that
this transient ferromagnetic state relaxes deterministically to a stable state where the net
magnetisation of the ferrimagnet has switched.
This discoverydemonstrated that the different demagnetisation times of the rare earth
and the transitionmetal sub-lattices had a key role in the ultrafast magnetisation reversal,
and suggested that a strong link is present between this observation and ultrafast demag-
netisation. Further theoretical efforts pointed out that ultrafast magnetisation reversal
was related to an ultrafast heating of the magnetic system, that is to say, the process is
purely thermal. This was experimentally confirmed by showing that 50 fs long linearly
polarised laser pulses can also induce ultrafast magnetisation reversal in GdFeCo [37, 38].
The role of the polarisation of the incoming pump photons on the ultrafast switching
in GdFeCo is still under debate. In this respect, Alebrand et al. have shown that a certain
degree of circular polarisation is needed to achieve ultrafast magnetisation reversal [39].
Recently, Khorsand et al. [40] conducted a thorough study of the helicity dependence of
ultrafast magnetisation reversal. They concluded that the differences in light absorption
caused bymagnetic circular dichroism canquantitatively explain the helicity dependence
that was originally found in the first experiments and that ultrafastmagnetisation reversal
can indeed happen independently of the polarisation of the incoming light.
The link between ultrafast magnetisation reversal and laser-induced demagnetisation
became even stronger after Graves et al. [41] investigatedGdFeCo for pump fluences high
enough to cause the overall demagnetisation of the sample. Using small angle x-ray scat-
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tering they have shown that the sample is organised in nanoregions having different Gd
contents and observed Gd spin reversal in the Gd-rich regions due to a non-local mo-
mentum transfer from the adjacent Fe-rich regions.
Laser-inducedmagnetisation reversal was also observed in differentmaterials such as
TbCo [42] and TbFe [43] ferrimagnetic alloy as well as ferrimagneticmultilayers [44]. Until
recently, it was believed that ultrafast magnetisation reversal could happen only in ferri-
magnetic systems. C-H. Lambert et al. [45] demonstrated all-optical control ofmagnetisa-
tion using femtosecond laser pulses in ferromagnetic multilayers. Although the authors
suggest that the effect can be explained in the framework of non-thermal laser-induced ef-
fects, a complete characterisation involving time-resolved measurements is still missing.
Laser-inducedmagnetisation reversalmay represent a new solution for applications in
data recording. Up to now it has been investigated only in continuous layers while for ap-
plication purposes patterned structures are beneficial. In this regard, chapter 7 describes
an experiment that investigates how such switching works in GdFeCo nanostructures.
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CHAPTER 4
Sample Details and FabricationMethods
Nowadays sample growth techniques such asmolecular beam epitaxy, sputtering and
pulsed laser deposition allow for the deposition of thin layers with atomically flat surfaces,
growth of epitaxial oxides, and material stacks with sharp interfaces. In parallel to the ad-
vancements in sample growth, thanks to the continuous developments in electron beam
lithography, it is now possible to define laterally confined structures down to few tens of
nanometers. The combination of these techniques allows for the production of highly
engineered samples, which is of extreme importance when studying interfacial coupling
mechanisms and magnetic properties. This chapter introduces the samples and sample
fabrication methods used for the measurements presented in the subsequent chapters.
First, the description of howNi and La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 structures were defined on PMN–PT
ferroelectric single crystals to study strain mediatedmagnetoelectric coupling. This is fol-
lowed by a description of the nanostructuring process of GdFeCo ferrimagnetic alloys in
order to study the role of patterning on all-optical switching. At last it is described how
thin layers of 3d ferromagnetic metals were produced in order to study ultrafast demag-
netisation dynamics.
4.1 Ni / PMN-PTmultiferroic nanostructures
This section describes the constituting elements and the patterning process employed
to prepare strain coupledNi nanostructures on Pb(Mg0.33Nb0.66)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) fer-
roelectric single crystals.
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Figure 4.1: Phase diagram for the PMN-PT solid solution. Adapted from [5].
4.1.1 Nickel
Nickel is one of the only four elemental ferromagnets (Co, Fe, Ni, Gd) that is ferromag-
netically ordered at room temperature. It is a 3d ferromagnet having a curie temperature
of 627K and a saturation magnetisation of µ0M = 0.64 T. The single crystal structure is
face centered cubic with a lattice constant of 3.499 Å. In its polycrystalline form, pure
nickel exhibits a magnetostriction effect with a saturation magnetostriction coefficient
λp = −34ppm [1]. This, together with its low magnetic anisotropy, makes Ni a good ferro-
magnetic constituent in strain mediated artificial multiferroics.
4.1.2 PMN-PT type ferroelectrics
PMN-PT is a relaxor ferroelectricmaterial with remarkable dielectric and electromech-
anical properties at room temperature [2]. (1-x )PMN-xPT ferroelectrics are a solid solu-
tion of the relaxor ferroelectric Pb(Mg0.33Nb0.66)O3 (PMN) and the ferroelectric PbTiO3
(PT). Figure 4.1 shows the phase diagram for the PMN-PTx solid solution. The shaded
area highlights a region identified as morphotrophic phase boundary in which different
crystal structures (rhombohedral, monoclinic and tetragonal) coexist as macrodomains
inside the specimen. This coexistence is at the origin of the peculiar dielectric and piezo-
electric properties of this ferroelectric [3]. More details about PMN-PT can be found here
[4].
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Figure4.2: Strain vs. electric field curvesmeasuredwith a strain gaugealong the [100] and [011¯] crys-
tallographic directions. Bipolar and unipolar refer to whether or not the ferroelectric polarisation is
reversed during the electric field sweep. Adapted from [6].
The PMN-PT crystals employed in this work were grown using themodified Bridgman
growth method by Atom Optics Co., LTD (Shanghai, China) and have a nominal compos-
ition of x ≈ 0.32. For (011) cut crystals, x-ray diffraction measurements confirm that the
main crystal structure of PMN-PT is rhombohedral with 〈111〉 polar axes. In (011) PMN-
PT0.32 crystals the reorientation process of the ferroelectric polarisation gives rise to a
strong strain change at E =0.15MVm−1 as shown by the red curve in figure 4.2. The blue
curve in figure 4.2 shows that when the applied electric field is brought back to 0MVm−1
at the point in which the strain change is maximum, the strain state of the system is not
altered [6]. This strong and remanent strain changemakes PMN-PT a perfect material for
the production of strain-mediated artificial multiferroics.
4.1.3 Sample Fabrication
For the measurement presented in section 6.3 we have defined artificial multiferroic
nanostructures using (011) PMN-PT0.32 as a single crystal ferroelectric substrate and a pat-
terned Ni thin film as a magnetostrictive ferromagnet. Figure 4.3 shows the processing
steps for the preparation of the Ni / PMN-PT multiferroic nanostructures. First, a 50nm
Ti layer, used as a back contact, and a 50nmPt layer, used as a top contact and buffer layer,
were deposited by dc sputtering. After patterning the polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
resist layer to defining the nanostructures using electron-beam lithography, a 3 nm Ti /
10nmNi / 2nm Pt trilayer was deposited by electron beam evaporation. The final Pt layer
acts as a capping layer and prevents oxidation. The subsequent lift-off resulted in isolated
magnetic nanostructures. It is important to mention that the choice of the correct buffer
layer was crucial to ensure a proper growth of the Ni layer. Different buffer layers such
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Figure4.3: Processing steps for the preparationofNi / PMT-PTartificialmultiferroic nanostructures
as Cu and Ta were considered but their surface was too rough to preserve the magnetic
properties of the Ni nanostructures.1
4.2 LSMO / PMN-PTmultiferroicmicrostructures
To investigate how epitaxial growth affects strain mediated magnetoelectric coupling,
La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 microstructures were defined on (011) PMN-PT0.32 single crystals ferro-
electrics.
4.2.1 La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO)
2
La0.66Sr0.33MnO3 (LSMO) is a half-metallic mixed valence manganite of the type
RE1–xMxMnO3 where RE is a rare earth (in this case La) andM is an alkalinemetal (in this
case Sr). The system crystallises in the ABO3 perovskite structure (Fig. 4.4a) where the La
trivalent ions and the Sr divalent ions occupy the A site. The B site is at the centre of a BO6
oxygen octahedron and is occupied by mixed valence Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions. The valence
imbalance can be directly controlled by the doping level x . Increasing the fraction of the
1The sample fabrication was carried out by J. L. Hockel at the University of California-Los Angeles, USA.
2This section follows from the description given in [7]
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a) b)
Figure 4.4: (a) ABO3 perovskite structure. (b) La1–xSrxMnO3 phase diagram. PI, PM, and CI indicate
the paramagnetic insulating,paramagnetic metallic, and spin-canted insulating states, respectively.
FI and FM denote the ferromagnetic insulating and ferromagnetic metallic states, respectively. Ad-
apted from [7, 8].
alkaline metal increases the fraction of Mn3+ ions leading to a very rich electronic phase
diagram as a function of doping (Fig. 4.4b) [7].
The measurements presented in section 6.4 focus on the particular doping level of
x = 0.33 corresponding to the highest Tc value andmagnetisation. It is important tomen-
tion that magnetism in LSMO is governed by the exchange interactions between the Mn
atoms. The interactions between twoneighbouringMn atoms aremediated by anO atom
and are regulated by the overlap of theMn 3d orbitals with the O 2p orbitals. This suggest
that structuralmodifications like thoseobtainedapplying epitaxial strainsor external pres-
sures can lead to dramatic changes in the magnetic properties of the manganite making
them an interesting candidate to evaluate the effects of strain mediated magnetoelectric
coupling.
4.2.2 Sample Fabrication
Figure 4.5 shows the processing steps used here to define LSMO/PMN-PT artificial
multiferroicmicrostructures. At first, 17 nm thick LSMO layers were grown on (011) PMN-
PT0.32 using pulsed laser deposition. Thefilmwas synthesised froma stoichiometric target
using a laser fluence of 1.3 J cm−2 at a repetition rate of 0.5Hzwhile the PMN-PT substrate
was kept in a 300mbar O2 ambient environment at a constant temperature of 1000K [9].
To define microstructures on the LSMO layer we have employed a combination of
electron-beam lithography technique and ion-implantation. A 70 nm thick Cr mask layer
wasdepositedby thermal evaporationandpatternedusing a standard electronbeam litho-
graphy and lift-off process. The sample was then exposed to 60 keV Ar+ ions for a dose of
8.3×1013 ions/cm2 and 20 keV Ar+ ions for a dose of 1.7×1013 ions/cm2. The effect of the
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Figure 4.5: Processing steps for the preparation of LSMO / PMT-PT artificialmultiferroic nanostruc-
tures
ion-implantation is to render theareaswhicharenotprotectedby theCr maskamorphous.
As a result, ferromagnetic epitaxial LSMO microstructures are defined within a paramag-
netic amorphous LSMO matrix. As a last step, the Cr mask is removed by wet etching in
a commercial chromium etching solution. A more details description of the patterning
process works is described in [10].3
4.3 GdFeCo nanostructured samples
4.3.1 GdFeCo
GdFeCo is a rare-earth/transition-metal amorphous alloy that was optimised by Sony
in the 1990s for magneto-optical recording applications [11]. GdFeCo has a ferrimagnetic
structure with two magnetic sublattices,MRE andMTM , corresponding to the rare earth
and transition metal magnetic moments respectively. TheMRE andMTM sublattices are
antiferromagnetically coupled, while the intra-sublattice exchange interactions are ferro-
magnetic. GdFeCo is one of the few materials that show a perpendicular magnetic an-
isotropy in the amorphous state which makes it well suited for magneto-optical applic-
ations [12]. It also features the presence of a magnetisation compensation temperature
3The sample fabrication was carried out by Dr. C. A. F. Vaz at the Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland.
The LSMO layer was grown by Dr. R. V. Chopdekar at the University of California-Davis, USA.
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Figure 4.6: Processing steps for the preparation of GdFeCo nanostructures
TM , whereMRE andMTM sublattices have the samemagnetisation value and cancel each
other, resulting in a zero net magnetisation. GdxFe1–x –yCoy can be prepered in a wide
range of compositions, varying the Gd and Co content. Increasing the content of Co im-
proves the Curie temperature Tc of the alloy. Variations in the Gd content lead to a shift in
TM with a consequent tuning of the coercivity and domain size of the material [13].
4.3.2 Sample Fabrication
Figure4.6 shows theprocessing steps that lead to the creationof isolatedGdFeConano-
structures. First, a resist mask was prepared on a silicon wafer using electron beam litho-
graphy. To ensure proper lift off, the resist mask consisted of a multilayer structure of
methyl-methacrylate and poly-methyl-methacrylate of varying thicknesses. After expos-
ure and development, the following multilayer structure was deposited using a magnet-
ron sputtering technique: AlTi (10 nm) / Si3N4 (5 nm) / Gd24.5Fe66.1Co9.4 (20 nm) / Si3N4
(5 nm). The AlTi layer is used as a reflective and heatsink layer, the first Si3N4 layer serves
the purpose of a buffer layer for the growth of GdFeCo, while the second Si3N4 layer acts
as a capping layer to prevent oxidation. It is important to point out that the Si3N4 capping
layer was chosen to be significantly thinner than what is used in optical pump-optical
probemeasurements [14] due to the surface sensitivity of X-PEEMmeasurements.4
4The sample fabrication was carried out by A. Weber at the Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland. The
thin films were grown by Dr. A. Tsukamoto and Prof. A. Itoh at the Nihon University, Chiba, Japan.
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4.4 Ferromagnetic thin films
4.4.1 Sample growth details
For the measurements presented in chapter 8, continuous thin films of Co and Co/Ni
multilayers were produced. Figure 4.7 shows the layer stack that was employed for the dif-
ferent samples. The substrate was chosen to be 525µm thick silicon to obtain low surface
curvature and best flatness. First, a Pd (30 nm) seed layer was deposited using dc sput-
tering. This is followed by the deposition of a 20 nm thick layer of Co or 20 repetitions
of Co(0.2 nm) / Ni(0.2 nm) bilayers. To protect the magnetic layer from oxidation a 3 nm
Al layer was grown as a last step. All the depositions were carried out at room temperat-
ure. The thickness of themagnetic layerswas chosen tomatch the extinction length in the
material at a wavelength of 800 nm in order to achieve a homogeneous pumping.5
Silicon (525 μm)
Pd (30 nm)
Co (20 nm) or Co/Ni ML
Al (3 nm)
Figure 4.7: Layer stack of the Co and [Co(0.2 nm) /Ni(0.2 nm)]20 continuous thin films.
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CHAPTER 5
Imaging of magnetic domains
This chapter describes the experimental methods that are employed in the measure-
ments presented in chapters 6 and 7. It describes how one can produce high resolution
images of magnetic domains using x-ray photoemission electron microscopy and how a
commercial photoemission electron microscope has been modified to allow for the ap-
plication of in situ electric fields.
5.1 High resolution imaging ofmagnetic domains
Imaging magnetic domain structures with sub-micrometre resolution had a key role
in understanding magnetic interactions at a microscopic scale. Although, different meth-
ods are nowadays available to perform high resolution imaging of magnetic domains, this
chapter focuses on x-ray photoemission electron microscopy combined with x-ray mag-
netic circular dichroism. This technique is particularly advantageous in the study of mag-
netic heterostructures due to its surface and chemical sensitivity. A complete review of
the availablemagnetic imaging techniques can be found in [1].
5.1.1 Photo Emission ElectronMicroscopy1
Due to the high surface sensitivity of photoemission techniques, photoemission elec-
tron microscopy (PEEM) is a powerful technique that allows for full-field microspectro-
1This section follows from the description given in [2, 3]
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Figure 5.1: (a) Generation of the core hole upon absorption of a photon. (b) Filling of the core hole
by a lower binding energy electron and release of the excess energy. (c) Typical escape depths for
Auger and secondary electrons.
scopy of surfaces. Although different photoemission electron microscopes are nowadays
available, this section focuses on themagneticmicroscope designed by ELMITEC that has
been employed for the measurements presented in the next chapters. A complete review
about PEEM can be found in [4].
InPEEM, the sampleunder investigation is typically illuminatedusingUVor x-ray light
and the contrast mechanism arises from local variations in the photoelectron yield. Upon
absorption of a UV or x-ray photon, an electron from a core level can be ejected from the
sample, as in the case of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), or it can be excited to
unoccupied states above the Fermi energy as in the case of x-ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS) (Fig. 5.1a). The core hole is then filled by an electronwith lower binding energy. The
energy difference between the core level and the electron that occupied the core hole is
removed by either emitting a photon (x-ray fluorescence) or by the emission of an Auger
electron (Fig. 5.1b). Typically, only the Auger electrons generated close to the surface can
leave the sample due to their very limited escape depth. Auger electrons can also therm-
alise by undergoing a series of electron-electron scattering processes that generate a cas-
cade of lower energy secondary electrons having an larger escape depth of 5 nm to 10 nm
(Fig. 5.1c). The energy of the electrons leaving the sample ranges from zero to the energy
of the incoming photons minus the work function of the sample.
Figure 5.2 shows a schematic view of the commercial ELMITEC SPELEEM used for the
experiments carried out in this work. The sample sits on a sample manipulator in Ultra
HighVacuumand is illuminated by an x-raybeamat a grazing angle of 16◦. Thephotoemit-
ted electrons are accelerated by a strong electric field towards the objective lens. Their
optical path is sketched by the purple line in Figure 5.2. The objective lens creates an im-
age of the sample in the centre of the sector field. The transfer lens (TL) is then used to
image the angular distribution of the photoelectrons at the field lens (FL) position, where
a round aperture (contrast aperture) reduces the angular acceptance of the microscope
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the ELMITEC SPELEEMmicroscope.
in order to reduce aberrations. The combined action of FL, IL and the first projective lens
(P1) magnifies the image captured by the objective. An imaging energy analyser is then
used in combination with the energy slit to select the energy of the photoelectrons used
for imaging. The energy slit also limits the energy acceptance of the microscope thereby
reducing chromatic aberrations. After the energy analyser the image of the sample is pro-
jected, with a further magnification, on the detector using the second and third projector
lenses (P2, P3). The detector is composed by a combination of a micro-channel plate and
a phosphor screen used to convert the electron image to a photon image. The screen is
then imaged by a low noise, high sensitivity charge-coupled-device camera (SensiCAM
from PCO imaging).
The typical spatial resolution for PEEM with UV illumination is between 10 nm to
20nm [5]. When the sample is illuminated with soft x-ray radiation, chromatic aber-
rations in the microscope are more pronounced and the average spatial resolution is
between 30 nm to 50 nm. Instruments that include an electronmirror to correct for spher-
ical and chromatic aberrations achieve better performances and can achieve imaging
with a spatial resolution of 5.4 nm under UV illumination and 18nm using soft x-ray
illumination [6].
5.1.2 X-rayMagnetic Circular Dichroism2
X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism (XMCD) refers to the different x-ray absorption of
left and right circularly polarised photons by amagneticmedium. This effect is commonly
2This section follows from the description given in [7, 8]
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(c) Difference spectra highlighting the XMCD effect at the L3 and L2 edge. Adapted from [8].
used to determine, in an element specific manner the spin and orbital momenta of an
atomic species in a magnetic material. The element specificity arises from the resonant
absorption of the incoming photon. Typically soft x-rays are used at resonance to the L2,3
edges (corresponding to 2p to 3d transitions) in the case of 3d elements, or at resonance
with theM4,5 edges in the case of 4fmagnetic systems. This choice allows to directly probe
the electronic states responsible for magnetism, giving unprecedented sensitivity to the
magnetic property of the material. Although a full quantum mechanical description is
possible, the XMCD effect can be explained in a simpler picture as a two step process [9].
The first step involves the absorption of the incoming photon and the excitation of
a photoelectron. Let us consider the case of a 3d ferromagnet. Due to the strong core-
level spin-orbit coupling the 2p core states are split in two levels (Fig. 5.3a), one with total
angular momentum J = L + S = 3/2 (L3 edge) and one with J = L − S = 1/2 (L2 edge).
When an x-ray photonwith positive (negative) helicity is absorbed, a photoelectron is gen-
erated and the photon can transfer its angular momentum ħh (−ħh ) to the orbital angular
momentumof thephotoelectron. Thanks to the spin-orbit coupling, part of the orbital an-
gular momentum can be transferred to the spinmomentum of the excited photoelectron
creating a spin polarisation of the excited photoelectrons. It can be shown that at the L3
edge incoming photons with positve helicity generate 62.5% spin-up electrons and 37.5%
spin-down electrons. At the L2 edge, the spin-orbit coupling is opposite and photons with
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positive helicity generate 25% spin-up electrons and 75% spin-down electrons. [10]
In the second step, the excited photoelectron transitions to the empty 3d states. Due to
the exchange interaction, the 3d band is spin-split (Fig. 5.3a) and acts as a detector for the
spin polarised photoelectron. For a sample with a netmagnetisation in the “up” direction,
the spin-up holes outnumber the spin-down holes causing a preferential absorption of
positive helicity photons at the L3 edge and of negative helicity photons at the L2 edge.
The opposite holds if the sample has a net magnetisation in the “down” direction.
Figure 5.3b,c show a typical XMCD measurement for a uniformly magnetised Ni thin
layer at the L3,2 edges. The red and blue curves in figure 5.3b are x-ray absorption spec-
tra acquired for negative and positive photon helicity respectively. Their difference is the
XMCD spectrum shown in figure 5.3c. One can observe that the sign of the absorption
peaks at the L3 and L2 edges is opposite, reflecting the different transition probabilities
for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 core states.
5.1.3 X-ray PEEM (X-PEEM) formagnetic imaging
By employing circularly polarised photons and by tuning the photon energy to the ap-
propriate edge for thematerial of interest it is possible to combine X-PEEMand the XMCD
effect to produce element-specific, high resolution magnetic images. The magnetic con-
trast is obtained by acquiring one image using photons with positive helicity Ic+ and one
using photons with negative helicity Ic− . One defines the XMCD image as a pixel-wise cal-
culation of:
XMCD=
Ic+ − Ic−
Ic+ + Ic−
(5.1)
The contrast in the XMCD image is proportional to the dot product ~M · ~k where ~M is
the local sample magnetisation and ~k is the propagation direction of the x-rays. As an ex-
ample, figure 5.4b shows the Ic+ , Ic− and XMCD images of a 5×3µm
2 magnetic element
fabricated out of Ni0.8Fe0.2. The imageswere acquired at 708 eV (Fe L3 edge). By analysing
how the contrast varies in the XMCD image we can reconstruct the magnetisation con-
figuration of the magnetic element, which in this case is a Landau flux closure state. The
average spatial resolution achieved when using X-PEEM for magnetic imaging is approx-
imately 50 nm.
X-PEEM can also produce compositional maps. The elemental contrast image is ob-
tained by the pixel-wise calculation of the ratio between an image acquired at a photon
energy resonant with an edge of thematerial of interest, and an image taken at a pre-edge
energy. The contrast in the image is directly correlated to local variations in the composi-
tion of the sample.
X-PEEM can also be employed to acquire local, spatially-resolved, x-ray absorption
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spectra. By acquiring images at different photon energy one can define different areas of
interest in the image from which it is possible to extract the x-ray absorption spectra. Fig-
ure 5.4a shows the result of a photon energy scanwith positive helicity photons across the
Fe L2,3 edges for the three areas of interest defined on the XMCD image in figure 5.4b. The
blue curve, corresponding to the area in which the magnetisation is parallel to the x-ray
propagation direction, shows higher absorption at the L3 edge while to the red curve that
corresponds to the area inwhich themagnetisation is antiparallel to the x-ray propagation
direction, in agreement to the expected response due to the XMCD effect.
Different PEEM microscopes are implemented at different beamlines in various syn-
chrotron sources around the world such as the Advanced Light Source in Berkeley (USA),
the Swiss Light Source in Villigen (CH), BESSY II in Berlin (D) and Elettra in Trieste (IT). In
general the beamline layout is optimised for the implementation of the microscope and
features a high photon yield monochromator as well as optics capable of producing a ho-
mogenous illuminationof the sample, which is key for producing highquality imageswith
PEEM.
Some of the experiments presented here were performed using the PEEM installed at
the Surface/Interface: Microscopy (SIM) beamline of the Swiss Light Source [11, 12]. SIM
delivers x-ray photons to the PEEM microscope using two APPLE-II undulators in a con-
figuration that is particularly advantageous for magnetic microspectroscopy. As clarified
above, to obtain an XMCD image one needs to record two images, one using photons with
positive helicity and another using photons with negative helicity. Typically, the polarisa-
tion of the produced photon is switched by changing the shift of the magnetic arrays in
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the undulator, an operation that typically takes about 30 s to complete. This dead time
can be significantly reduced by employing two undulators that are constantly setup to
produce light with positive and negative helicity, respectively. One of the two undulators
is tuned at the same energy as the monochromator while the other is not. In this way the
photons produced by the de-tuned undulator are blockedwhile the ones produced by the
tuned undulator reach the sample. Switching between the two polarisations only requires
changing the energy to which the undulator is set. This is achieved by changing the gap
distance between the magnetic arrays in the undulator and requires only few seconds.
Figure 5.5 shows a picture of the X-PEEM microscope installed at the SIM beamline
of the Swiss Light Source. The system is equipped with a manipulator that allows for the
precise positioning of the sample in the field of view of the microscope. In addition, the
sample stage can be rotated around its axis by 360◦, allowing for the acquisition of XMCD
images at different azimuthal angles in order to reconstruct a complete three dimensional
map of the magnetisation vector as described in section 7.2. A sample preparation cham-
ber is connected to the microscope and allows for basic sample preparation steps in ultra
high vacuum, such as Ar ion sputtering, annealing and deposition of metallic layers.
5.2 Generation of in situ electric fields in the PEEM
None of the commercially available photoemissonmicroscopes allows one to apply in
situ stimuli such as electric fields during imaging,which is key for a complete investigation
of magnetoelectric coupling in multiferroics. The set-up described in this section can be
integrated incommercial SPELEEMmicroscopes andallows for theapplicationof voltages
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as high as 1 kV, enabling the investigation of a wide variety of multiferroic systems 3.
5.2.1 Intrinsic requirements for instrumentation
As mentioned earlier in section 5.1.1, in X-PEEM the sample under investigation is il-
luminated by x-ray photons. Upon absorption of the incoming photons, electrons with
a kinetic energy greater than the work function of the sample are photo-emitted and col-
lected by the objective lens of the microscope. A full-fieldmagnified image of the illumin-
ated area is then formed on the detector by means of a set of electron lenses. In order to
make this possible, the photo-emitted electrons are accelerated by a constant accelera-
tion voltage of typically −10 kV to −20 kV which is applied between the objective lens of
the microscope and the sample.
In the ELMITEC SPELEEMmicroscope the objective lens is connected to earth ground
and the accelerating voltage is directly applied to the sample. An additional bias identified
as start voltage is also applied in order to define the centre energy of the photo-emitted
electrons accepted by the energy analyser. As a result, the sample ground is biased with
respect to earth ground by both the accelerating and the start voltage (Fig. 5.6). All equip-
ment that, for experimental reasons, is electrically connected to the sample has to be ref-
erenced to the sample ground. To ease this task, the microscope control rack is equipped
with an isolated 19" rack identified as high voltage rack which is biased to the accelerat-
ing voltage and that houses the start voltage power supply as well as the Sample Heating,
LEEM and Energy Analyser controllers. The six electrical connections to the sample are
terminated in this rack.
When a new instrument is integrated in the high voltage rack, two main aspects have
to be considered. (i) The exchange of data for instrument control and/or data acquisition
purposes has to happen via optical links to maintain the required electrical isolation. (ii)
Due to the high electric field (≈ 10 kVmm−1) present between the sample and the PEEM
objective lens, arcingmay occur, creating a risk of damage for all the instrumentation elec-
trically connected to the sample if appropriate safety measures are not taken. To fulfil
these requirements one needs to develop fully customised solutions or to carefully integ-
rate commercial instruments with adequate protection.
To achieve our goal of applying in situ electric field stimuli during PEEM measure-
ments, we have introduced the following modifications to the ELMITEC PEEM micro-
scope: (i) A sample holder that allows for electrical connections to the sample; (ii) A com-
puter controlled unit that can generate analog control voltages for driving commercial
instruments; (iii) Integrated a commercial high voltage amplifier in the high voltage rack
with adequate protection.
3Adapted fromM. Buzzi, C. A. F. Vaz, J. Raabe and F. Nolting, Rev. Sci. Inst. 86 083702 (2015) [13].
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Figure 5.6: Simplified schematic of the ELMITEC PEEMmicroscope, highlighting the bias voltages
necessary for the operation of the microscope. Adapted from [13].
5.2.2 Samplemounting and sample holder
During X-PEEMimaging it is important to takeparticular care in avoiding thepresence
of stray electric fields at the sample surface that may cause image aberrations. The stand-
ard ELMITEC sample holder clamps the sample against the metallic body of the sample
holder using a round clip. While this type of sample holder is optimised for surface sci-
ence experiments involving sample preparations at high temperature it is not suitable for
the application of electric andmagnetic fields. We adopted a stainless steel sample holder
with four electrical contacts as shown in figure 5.7a. All of the contacts can be used to
provide a constant bias voltage to the sample in order to generate an in situ electric field.
The sample holder also allows for the installation of a small electromagnet that can gener-
ate magnetic fields up to 15mT [14]. When the electromagnet is installed, only two con-
tacts are available to apply bias voltages to the sample.
Artificialmultiferroic samples based on single crystal ferroelectrics, such as schematic-
ally shown in figure 5.7b, aremounted directly on the top cover of the sample holder using
four small drops of silver glue. Thismounting technique ensures that the sample is held to
the top cover with minimum residual stress and, at the same time, that the top electrode
is connected to the sample ground. A KaptonTM insulated copper wire is then glued using
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Figure 5.7: (a) Overall view of the sample holder used for PEEMmeasurements with in situ applied
electric and magnetic field. (b) Typical structure for artificial multiferroic samples based on single
crystal piezoelectrics. (c) Typical structure for thin film artificial multiferroics. Both the ferromag-
netic and ferroelectric constituents are in the form of thin films. (d) Mounting procedure for arti-
ficial multiferroic samples based on single crystal piezoelectrics (e) Mounting procedure for thin
film artificial multiferroic heterostructures. All the pictures are taken using millimeter paper as a
background. Adapted from [13].
silver epoxy to the back electrode and then connected to one of the free electrical contacts
on the sample holder. In this way the electric field across the sample is generated by ap-
plying a bias potential on the back electrode while keeping the top electrode at sample
ground in order to avoid spurious electric fields that may cause image distortions. The
top cover is fixed to the main body of the sample holder using four screws. A distance of
≈ 1mm between the sample back electrode and the top part of the sample holder is kept
by means of a combination of four spacers and four spring washers that allow to null the
sample tilt prior to transferring the sample in vacuum. A side and top view of the fully
assembled sample holder is shown in figure 5.7d.
In the case of thin filmartificialmultiferroics the ferroelectric and ferromagnetic layers
are both in the form of thin layers deposited on an insulating substrate as shown in figure
5.7c. The connections to the electrodes for applying an electric field to the ferroelectric
layer are achieved either via wire-bonding or by gluing thin gold wires with silver glue
to the connection pads defined lithographically on the sample. The connecting wires are
then terminated ona circuit board carrier (Fig. 5.7e) that is installed directly on the sample
holder. The circuit board carrier is manufactured using a PTFE based laminate (Rogers
RO-3003) characterised by a low outgassing rate under ultra high vacuum. The sample
carrier board can then be connected to one of the free contacts of the sample holder. The
top cover is put in place using spacers to maintain a gap of ≤ 0.3mm with respect to the
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram of the set-up. The energy analyser and electron gun controller which
are normally present in the microscope high voltage rack are not shown for sake of simplicity. A
fiber-optic link ensures the communication between themicrocontroller and an external computer.
Adapted from [13].
sample surface. It is important to make sure that the top cover shadows all the bonding
wires to the sample to avoid field emission effects that would lead to the destruction of the
sample. Figure 5.7e shows a sample mounted using this method.
5.2.3 Control Unit
The reference ground for all the instruments electrically connected to the sample is the
sample ground. It differs from the high voltage rack ground by the start voltage as shown
in Figure 5.6. As most commercial instruments are not designed to withstand a voltage
difference between their chassis ground and the input or output terminals of more than
fewhundreds volts, wehave prepared an isolated 19" shelf that can be installed in the high
voltage rack and connected to sample ground. A 100 VA toroidal isolation transformer is
used to provide power to 3 different instruments.
Figure 5.8 shows a block diagramof the set-up. All the components are controlled by a
homebuilt control unit based on anAtmel ATmega 2560micro-controller. All the required
functions can be controlled by sending SCPI commands via a serial link on optical fibre.
To generate the voltage required to apply electric fields at the sample position, the unit
sets a ±10 V analog output which is connected to a bipolar high voltage amplifier (Trek
2210) that can supply up to ±1 kV. A small relay box built using high voltage reed relays
routes the output of the high voltage amplifier to the contact on the sample holder.
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Figure 5.9: Schematic diagram for the surge protection circuit integrated in the high voltage switch
box. Adapted from [13].
To prevent damage to the output stage of the high voltage amplifier in the event of a
discharge between the sample and the PEEM objective lens we designed a surge protec-
tion circuit. We found that the best solution for a reliable protection circuit is to connect
a combination of a 1 kV transient suppressor diode and a gas discharge tube to each out-
put terminal of the high voltage amplifier. Figure 5.9 shows a detailed schematic the surge
protection circuit.
The electromagnetic coil installed in the sample holder is driven using the constant
current source integrated in theELMITECSampleHeater controller anda lowvoltage relay
box allows for reversing the polarity of the magnetic field or through a home-built bipolar,
±3A current amplifier. Typically, during an experiment the magnetic state of the sample
is initialised using the electromagnet and then the electric field is swept in steps while
acquiring images at each step to study how the application of the electric field affects the
magnetic domain configuration.
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CHAPTER 6
Electric field inducedmagnetisation reorientations
This chapter deals with the results of two experiments that explore magnetoelectric
coupling in micro- and nanopatterned strain mediated artificial multiferroics. This is fol-
lowed by the discussion of the expected time scales in artificial multiferroics and the de-
scription of a preliminary experiment to probe ferroelectric switching on a sub-ns time
scale1.
6.1 Introduction
The continuously increasing demand for data storage systems that exhibit both high
speed and low energy consumption has encouraged researchers to look for novel ways of
manipulating and recording information. Magnetoelectric multiferroics, materials that
show both a coexistence and a coupling of magnetic and ferroelectric ordering, are con-
sidered among the most promising materials for applications in spintronic devices due
to the possibility of manipulating their magnetic state through the application of an elec-
tric field. However, single phase magnetoelectric multiferroic materials are rare [3] and,
up to now, not suitable for the development of devices due to their low ordering temper-
atures or lack of strong magnetoelectric coupling. As described in section 2.3, one way
of overcoming this limitation is to form a composite of two ferroic constituent materials,
1Parts of this chapter are adapted from: M. Buzzi, R. V. Chopdekar, J. L. Hockel, A. Bur, T. Wu, N. Pilet, P.
Warnicke, G. P. Carman, L. J. Heyderman and F. Nolting, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111 027204 [1], andM. Buzzi, C. A. F. Vaz,
J. Raabe, F. Nolting, Rev. Sci. Inst. 86 083702 (2015) [2].
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such as amagnetostrictive ferromagnet and apiezoelectric ferroelectric, to obtaina strain-
mediated artificial multiferroic.
In artificial multiferroics the choice of the ferroelectric and the ferromagnetic con-
stituent has a key role in obtaining the desired magnetoelectric coupling. The discov-
ery of non-volatile switchable strain states in (011) oriented 0.68 Pb(Mg0.33Nb0.66)O3 −
0.32 PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) ferroelectric crystals makes this material a very interesting can-
didate for the ferroelectric constituent of strain-mediated artificial multiferroics [4]. Mag-
netostrictive metals, such as Ni, Co or CoFeB, or complex ferromagnetic oxides such as
La0.3Sr0.7MnO3 (LSMO) can be employed as a ferromagnetic constituent. Compared to
magnetostrictivemetals, complex oxides can display stronger variations of theirmagnetic
properties when subjected to external stresses. It has been proven that changes in the epi-
taxial strain of ≈ ±1% can affect significantly the orbital occupancy in LSMO [5] inducing
strong variations in the magnetic anisotropy of the manganite layer [6]. The large, aniso-
tropic piezostrain generated by (011) PMN–PT crystals has been already successfully em-
ployed tomanipulate themagnetic anisotropy of continuous layers of LSMO [7], Fe3O4 [8],
Ni [9] and CoFeB [10].
It has been proposed [11, 12] that electric field-inducedmagnetisation reorientations
can play an important role in improving the performance of magnetic random access
memories (MRAM)based onmagnetic tunnel junctions [13]. At present, these devicesper-
mit facile read out of the encoded information via the tunnel magnetoresistance [14], but
writing information to the device requires high magnetic fields or large current densities
leading to a high energy consumption. Thus, employing magnetoelectric coupling for en-
coding information is of primary interest in order to buildmore efficient devices. Recently,
an electric field-inducedmagnetisation reversal in CoFe /BiFeO3 artificialmultiferroicmi-
crostructures has been reported [15, 16]. However, the CoFe island is in a multi-domain
magnetic state and theobservedmagnetic reorientation is onlyachievedwith significantly
different initial and final ferromagnetic domain configurations. For reproducible switch-
ing and device reliability it is desirable to induce a reorientation between two single do-
main states. It has been proposed that this can be achieved bymanipulating themagnetic
state of a single domain nanostructure by strain-driven magnetoelectric coupling [17]. A
direct experimental proof, however, is still missing.
In the following, we present the first experimental proof of an electric field induced
90◦ uniform magnetisation reorientation in single-domain Ni elliptical nanostructures,
which are strain coupled to a (011) PMN-PT ferroelectric crystal. The magnetisation in
each Ni nanoisland rotates from the as-deposited in-plane easy axis defined by the shape
anisotropy, to an in-plane orthogonal direction induced by the converse magnetoelectric
interaction generated by piezoelectric strain. The initial and finalmagnetisation configur-
ations are single domain as shown by X-PEEMmeasurements and as confirmed bymicro-
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Figure 6.1: (a,b) Sketch of the finished sample structurewith LSMOmicrowires andNi nanoislands
strain coupled to the PMN-PT ferroelectric substrate respectively. (c) Sketch of the rhombohedral
crystal structure of PMN-PT highlighting out-of-plane (blue) and in-plane (green) equivalent polar
axes. Adapted from [1] and [2]
magnetic simulations.
We will then present a preliminary experiment that investigates, in a similar manner,
electric field induced changes in themagnetic domain structure of LSMOmicrowires also
strain coupled to a (011) PMN-PT ferroelectric crystal. The observed changes suggest an
electric field induced change in the magnetic anisotropy of the LSMO from a two-fold in-
plane easy axis to a four-fold in-plane easy axis. However, different behaviours are ob-
served in different areas of the sample suggesting the need of further optimisation of the
patterning process.
6.2 Experimental Details
The samples employed for the two experiments described in this chapter consisted
of Ni nanoislands (Fig. 6.1b) and La0.33Sr0.66MnO3 microwires (Fig. 6.1a), lithographic-
ally defined on (011) oriented PMN-PT ferroelectric single crystals. The details about the
growth and the patterning processes are given in chapter 4. The composition of PMN-PT
used in this chapter is close to the morphotrophic phase boundary region of the niobate-
titanate alloy [18] and its crystal structure is rhombohedral, with a ferroelectric polar axis
along the 〈111〉 directions. Figure 6.1c shows a sketch of the crystal structure with [011]
being the substrate normal direction.
The magnetic configuration of the nano- and micro-structures has been investigated
byX-PEEMat the Surface/Interface: Microscopy (SIM) beamline of the Swiss Light Source
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(SLS) [19]. Imaging of the magnetic state of the nanostructures was performed employing
X-raymagnetic circular dichroism (XMCD), tuning the incoming photon energy to the Ni-
L3 edge (≈ 852 eV) for the Ni nanoislands, and to theMn-L3 edge (≈ 642 eV) for the LSMO
microwires. The contrast in the XMCD image, as defined in chapter 5, is proportional to
the scalar product ~M (~r ) · ~k , where ~k is the propagation vector of the incoming X-rays. In
other words, the XMCD image shows black or white contrast in areas where magneticmo-
ments have a component parallel or antiparallel to ~k . To investigate the ferroelectric con-
figuration of the PMN-PT ferroelectric crystals, Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM)
measurements have been performed at the NanoXAS beamline of the SLS [20].
All the samples weremounted as described in chapter 5. The electric fieldwas applied
across the PMN-PT crystal applying a bias voltage to the metallic bottom electrode and
grounding either thePt topelectrode (for theNi/PMN-PTheterostructure), or theamorph-
ous LSMO matrix (for the LSMO/PMN-PT heterostructure). The source resistance of the
voltage source was increased to 100 kΩ in order to limit the displacement current upon
poling the ferroelectric crystal. This precaution was necessary to prolong the life of the
crystal and avoid cracking.
6.3 Ni/PMN-PT artificialmultiferroic nanostructures
To assess the as-grownmagnetic configuration of the Ni nanostructures, we have per-
formed investigations with no electric field applied to the sample. Figure 6.2 shows (a) a
schematic of the experiment, (b) a sketch of a 4 by 3 array of 150×100 nm2 ellipses with
varying orientation, (c) the corresponding Ni elemental contrast and (d) the XMCD con-
trast image. The sample is imaged after applying a saturating magnetic field pulse of ≈
0.3 T along the x-ray direction. The elemental contrast image, Figure 6.2c shows that Ni
nanostructures are well isolated and canbe clearly distinguished. If we assume that shape
anisotropy is the dominant contribution to the overall magnetic anisotropy of the islands,
the left column of the array of structures should have an expectedmagnetic easy-axis per-
pendicular to the X-ray direction, whereas the right column should have magnetisation
oriented parallel to the X-ray direction. Indeed, the islands with long axis perpendicular
to the X-ray propagation direction give in the XMCD image a grey contrast not distinguish-
able from the background that indicates that theirmagnetisation is perpendicular to ~k . In
comparison, the ellipses elongated along the X-ray ~k vector appear white since their mag-
netisation is uniformly aligned with ~k and thus have maximum XMCD. Thus, for 10 nm
thick Ni 150×100 nm2 islands the long axis then determines the easy magnetisation dir-
ection of the nanostructures due to the shape anisotropy.
To investigate the magnetoelectric interaction effects we have imaged the magnetisa-
tion configuration of an array of equally oriented 200×100 nm2 ellipses while varying the
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a)
b) c) d)
Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic of the experiment (not to scale). (b) Schematic of the imaged area with
150×100nm2 nanoislands in four different orientations, with the ellipse long axis at 90◦, -45◦, 45◦,
0◦ with respect to the x-ray direction. (c) X-PEEM elemental contrast image, and corresponding (d)
XMCD image at Ni L3 edge after magnetic saturation of the sample. Adapted from [1]
applied electric field from 0MVm−1 to 0.27MVm−1 as shown in figure 6.3a, and plot the
quantitative XMCD intensity as a function of the applied electric field in figure 6.3b for
all the ellipses showing a permanent change during the electric field sweep. Before the ex-
periment, the sample is initially poled at−0.4MVm−1 andmagnetically randomisedusing
a 50Hz damped sinusoid magnetic field pulse with an amplitude varying from 30mT to
0mT. All the ellipses in the array have their long axis parallel to the [011¯] direction of the
ferroelectric crystal and parallel to the X-ray propagation direction. The XMCD image ac-
quired at 0MVm−1 shows that the islands appear uniformly magnetised either parallel
(black) or antiparallel (white) to the long axis of the ellipses. We find that by increasing the
applied electric field no changes are seen until the ferroelectric coercive electric field, Ec =
0.15MVm−1, is reached [4]. Aswe approach Ec , three different type ofmagnetic behaviour
are observed, as highlighted in figure 6.3a. (i) For the ellipses circled in blue, the magnetic
contrast from the nanoislands drops from the original value to zero, indicating that the
magnetisation of the ellipses have rotated away from the long axis and now lie parallel
to the ellipse short axis. By increasing the electric field up to 0.27MVm−1, no changes in
themagnetic configuration are observed. (ii) The ellipses highlightedwith green triangles
showadifferent behaviour. After undergoing the 90◦ reorientation at Ec , when the applied
electric field is increased further the magnetisation relaxes back to one of the two equival-
ent directions parallel to the shape anisotropy easy axis. (iii) Finally, ellipses highlighted
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Figure 6.3: (a) Sequence of successive XMCD images of 200×100 nm2 ellipse array recorded at the
Ni-L3 edge at different applied electric fields. (b) XMCD contrast as a function of the applied elec-
tric field curve for selected dots labeled in (row, column) format in panel (a). (c) In-plane strain vs.
applied electric field curve measured with a strain gauge fixed on the sample after poling. Adapted
from [1]
with orange squares do not show any change for any value of the applied electric field.
It can be excluded that the observed reduction ofmagnetic contrast whichwe observe
at Ec is due to an imaging artefact as a result of the applied electric field since the orange-
highlighted dots in the array do not show any change for any of the applied electric fields.
Figure 6.3b shows that the drop in magnetic contrast observed when the applied electric
field is equal to Ec can be correlated to the corresponding increase in the induced strain
in the Pt film and magnetic nanostructures shown in figure 6.3c. We propose that the ob-
served electric field-induced magnetisation reorientation can be explained by strain me-
diated magnetoelectric coupling which causes the magnetisation to reorient as a result
of the competition of shape anisotropy andmagnetoelastic contributions induced by the
ferroelectric distortions. SEM measurements have shown that the different nanoislands
have similar morphology and that variations in their aspect ratio are negligible. This, to-
gether with the observation that each of the nanoislands show the same magnitude of
XMCD in the randomised state at 0MVm−1, suggests that the nanostructures should show
an identical magnetic behaviour. Thus, the observation of these three different types of
behaviour suggests that there are three different regimes of strain coupling. This can be ex-
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plained, as follows, with a more detailed analysis which takes into account how the strain
is generated in the magnetic nanostructures as the ferroelectric polarisation is reversed.
As shown in figure 6.2b the FE polarisation can be oriented along any of the 8 possible
directions: 4 in the (011¯) plane (blue dashed lines, FE axis with a component along the
surface normal) and 4 in the (011) plane (green dashed lines, FE axis fully in the plane
of the sample). As already reported elsewhere [4] the polarisation reversal after poling
along the [011] direction happens with two subsequent 71◦-109◦ rotations starting from
the equivalent two out-of-plane diagonals pointing in the poling direction. When the ap-
plied electric field is equal to Ec thepolarisation rotates to lie along oneof the four possible
in-plane orientations, causing a strong expansion of the FE structure along the [011¯] and
[100] directions. By further increasing the electric field the FE polarisation will undergo
the second 71◦-109◦ rotation to an opposite out-of-planediagonal completing the reversal
and reducing the structural distortion to the value solely caused by electrostriction due to
the applied electric field. If the electric field is then removed, the FE axis remains along
the reversed [111] direction and the initial in-plane lattice dimensions are recovered.
Let us first analyse how the magnetic energy balance of a nanoisland changes when
the ferroelectric polarisation is reversed. Figure 6.3c shows the in-plane strain vs. electric
field curve measured by a strain gauge fixed to the Pt top contact on the PMN-PT crystal
while switching the ferroelectric polarisation after poling along the [011] direction2. This
situation corresponds to a nanoisland grown on an out-of-plane poled FE crystal. Since
the Ni ellipses are polycrystalline, no magnetocrystalline anisotropy contributions are ex-
pected and the two competing terms are the shape anisotropy and themagnetoelastic en-
ergy due to the applied strain by the piezoelectric. As the strain generated by the PMN-PT
ferroelectric crystal along the [100] and [011¯] directions is anisotropic, the magnetoelastic
energy term for Ni can be written as:
Ume =−(3/2)λpY (ǫ011¯− ǫ100)cos
2(θ011¯) (6.1)
where λp =−34ppm is themagnetostriction coefficient for polycrystalline nickel [21], Y =
220GPa is the Young modulus of nickel [22], (ǫ011¯ − ǫ100) the applied strain by the piezo-
electric and θ[011¯] the angle between the magnetisation and the [011¯] direction of the FE.
For an ellipse with the long axis oriented along [011¯], positive values of (ǫ011¯−ǫ100)will act
against shape anisotropy favouring a reorientation of the magnetisation to the [100]. Ac-
cording to finite elements magnetostatic calculations using the NMAG code [23], for the
200× 100 nm2 Ni nanostructures shown in figure 6.3a with 2:1 ratio between the long and
short in plane axis, the magnetostatic energy barrier to be overcome for inducing the ro-
tation to the short axis is ≈ 10 kJm−3. When the polarisation of the FE is switched, the
2The strain-gauge measurements were performed by Tao Wu at the Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering, University of California-Los Angeles, USA.
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Figure 6.4: (a) PFM image of the out-of-plane piezoelectric response of the PMN-PT crystal. FE
domain orientations are indicated by the out-of-plane (OOP) and in-plane (IP) white arrows in the
image. (b,c) Strain behaviour, during FEpolarisation reversal for a dot deposited on an out-of-plane
and in-plane polarized FE domain respectively. Adapted from [1]
quantity (ǫ011¯ − ǫ100) jumps to ≈ 1300 ppm. This generates a Ni magnetoelastic contribu-
tion of about 15 kJm−3, which is sufficient to overcome the magnetostatic energy barrier
and to induce the 90◦ magnetisation reorientation.
The three different behaviours of the nanoislands described above can be understood
by taking into account theunderlying FEdomain structure of the crystalwhen theNi struc-
tures are deposited. This is supported by PFMmeasurements taken on an identical PMN-
PT crystal (they could not be performed on the fully fabricated sample used for the PEEM
experiment due to the presence of the Pt top electrode preventing retrieval of the PFM
contrast). Figure 6.4a shows the presence of alternating in-plane and out-of-plane do-
mains, with FE axis along any of the eight 〈111〉 type directions. The domain length scale
is ≈1µm which is comparable to the ellipse spacing in the array of figure 6.3a and is ≈5
times larger than the ellipse size. It is then reasonable to assume that a significant amount
of nanoislands lay on a single FE domain, although adjacent ellipses may be on domains
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with different FE orientations or even on top of a FE domain boundary between different
FE orientations. Since the Ni ellipses are polycrystalline, the zero value of the Ni internal
strain depends on the substrate distortion at the deposition time. Let us first consider
the case presented in figure 6.4b of a nanostructure deposited on an out of plane FE do-
main. In this case, the Ni is deposited on an area of the FE in which the polarisation is
already pointing out of the (011) plane and the first macroscopic poling, applying a field
along [011] before themeasurement, will notmodify the distortion of the structure. When
E ≈ Ec , the first 71
◦/109◦ FE polarisation rotation to the in-plane polar axes will cause
the FE structure to expand along the main in-plane directions. This generates a tensile
strain in the Ni nanostructure which, as explained above, triggers the magnetisation re-
orientation. This single-step magnetisation reorientation is the behaviour shown by the
blue-circled ellipses in figure 6.3a. In figure 6.4c, we consider a nanoisland deposited on
an in-plane poled domain. The Ni is deposited on an area polarised in the (011) plane and
the FE crystal underneath the ellipse is already elongated along the [100] and [011¯] direc-
tions. At thefirst poling along the [011]direction, thepolarisation in this domainwill rotate
out-of-plane, causing a strong compressive strain in the Ni nanostructure which will act
to favour further the easy axis induced by the shape anisotropy. Cycling the electric field
will only relax the effective compressive strain in themagnetic ellipse andno reorientation
will happen regardless of the applied electric field,which explains themagnetic behaviour
shown by the ellipses marked by an orange square. Finally, let us now consider the case
of the ellipses marked by a green triangle in which the magnetisation relaxes back to the
shape anisotropy easy axis for E > Ec . After the strain maximum at Ec , the strain starts to
decreasedown to≈ 200ppm, as shown infigure6.3c. In the caseof theblue-circled ellipses
the magnetoelastic contribution is sufficient to keep the magnetisation perpendicular to
the shape anisotropy induced easy axis. However, if the local strain of the nanostructure
is lower, for example because the nanoisland is lying on the boundary between two dif-
ferent FE domains, the strain mediated magnetoelectric coupling will be weaker and at
0.27MVm−1 the magnetoelastic contribution might not be strong enough to prevent the
relaxation back towards to the shape anisotropy easy axis.
To confirm the proposed interpretation we have carried out micromagnetic simula-
tions using the NMAG code in the approximation of a uniformly applied strain to the
200× 100 nm2 ellipse elongated along the [011¯] direction of the ferroelectric. Islands
grown on both out-of-plane and in-plane ferroelectric domains have been simulated.
The initial spin configuration of the system at 0MVm−1 is achieved by relaxing the mag-
netisation configuration starting from a randomly magnetised state in the absence of
magnetoelastic anisotropy and appliedmagnetic field. As indicated by the X-PEEMmeas-
urement, the obtained equilibrium magnetisation configuration, shown in figure 6.5a
upper left panel, is single domain and uniformly magnetised along the shape anisotropy-
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Figure 6.5: Simulated magnetization profiles at 0 MV/m, 0.15MV/m, 0.27 MV/m and back to 0
MV/m for a nanostructure deposited on (a) an out-of-plane (OOP) polarized FE domain and (b) on
an in-plane (IP) polarized FE domain. Arrows schematically indicate the ferroelectric polarization
directions of the PMN-PT crystal. Adapted from [1]
induced easy axis. The experimental electric field effect is simulated by varying the
anisotropy constant according to the corresponding strain value for the electric field de-
rived from figure 6.3c. The behaviour of the magnetisation parallel to the ellipse long axis
as a function of the strain is then obtained and compared with the measured XMCD con-
trast. In order to match the experimental observations we have tuned the Ni saturation
magnetisationMs to 0.33 T (≈ 55%of the bulk value). To ensure that the reducedMs value
is not caused by an oxidation of the Ni layer, we have carried out x-ray spectromicroscopy
on individual nanoislands. As shown in the x-ray absorption spectrum in figure 6.6, no
oxide peak can be observed indicating that no significant oxidation layer is present at
the surface of the nanostructures [24]. Even though we cannot exclude some residual
oxidation at the nanoislands edges, we believe that the reduction of Ms needed in the
simulations is caused by an underestimated strain value due to approximating the local
strain with a macroscopically-averaged strain gauge value.
Figure 6.5a shows the evolution of the simulated magnetic configuration from
0MVm−1 applied electric field to 0.15MVm−1, 0.27MVm−1 and then back to 0MVm−1
for an ellipse grown on an out-of-plane FE domain. The simulation confirms the ex-
perimentally observed 90◦ uniform magnetisation rotation that occurs at 0.15MVm−1
from the shape anisotropy-induced easy axis to the one induced by the strain-mediated
magnetoelectric interaction. The magnetisation at 0.27MVm−1 reverts back towards the
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Figure 6.6: XAS spectrum on a single nanoisland at the Ni L2,3 edges showing no oxidation.
original direction but the angular change is only ≈ 7◦ which is within the noise of our
XMCD experiment. The change in applied electric field from 0.15MVm−1 to 0.27MVm−1
reduces the strain to a minimum (Fig. 6.3c), and, at this point, any variation in the strain
behaviour, caused for example by the presence of a FE domain wall or defect, could cause
the magnetisation to relax back completely to the shape anisotropy-dictated easy axis.
Finally, when the field is brought back to 0MVm−1 the magnetisation relaxes back to the
original configuration. Figure 6.5b shows the results of the simulation for a nanoisland
grown on an in-plane FE domain. In this case, the only effect of the magnetoelastic inter-
action is to further stabilise the already easy direction induced by the shape anisotropy.
As a consequence, no magnetic reorientation takes place.
The effective magnetoelectric coefficient obtained by the full rotation of the magnet-
isation in the nanostructure can be calculated as:
αe =µ0
∆M
∆E
(6.2)
where ∆M is the change of magnetisation induced by a change of the applied electric
field ∆E . Substituting the values for this experiment, ∆M = 2.63× 105Am−1 and ∆E =
1.5× 105 Vm−1 one obtains αe = 2.2µsm
−1, approximately 5 orders of magnitude higher
than Cr2O3 and among the highest magnetoelectric coefficients reported so far [25].
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Figure 6.7: (a) Schematic of the experiment (b) Mn L3 elemental contrast image of an array of two
LSMO 1µm squares.
6.4 LSMO/PMN-PT artificialmultiferroicmicrostructures
Following the procedure employed in the previous experiment, we have performed in-
vestigations with no electric field applied to the sample in order to assess the as-grown
magnetic configuration of the LSMOmicrostructures. As anticipated in chapter 4 the pat-
terning process results in LSMO epitaxial structures within an amorphous LSMO matrix.
Figure 6.7 shows (a) a schematic of the experiment, and (b) a Mn L3 elemental contrast
image of an array of LSMO 1µm squares. The quality of the patterning is satisfactory with
some leftover Cr clusters that appear as black agglomerates at the edges of the structures.
However, no magnetic contrast could be observed in the XMCD image even at a reduced
sample temperature of 250K.
To investigate the possible cause for the absence of magnetic contrast in the 1µm
squares, x-ray spectro-microscopywasperformedon the amorphousmatrix andon the in-
ner part of the squares in order to assess the correct valence state of the LSMO layer. Figure
6.8 shows the x-ray absorption spectrum for the inside of the microstructure (blue curve)
and the amorphous matrix (red curve). As described in chapter 4, LSMO should contain
onlyMn3+ andMn4+, however both spectra show thepresence of a sharppeak, highlighted
with an arrow in figure 6.7, that can be attributed to Mn2+. This suggests the presence of
oxygen deficiency that may have arisen either during the Ar ion irradiation used for the
patterning, or during the growth process. Oxygen deficiency is known to strongly affect
the electronic and magnetic properties of LSMO, thus we can speculate that this is likely
to be the cause of the absence of a magnetic contrast in these structures.
However, larger structures showed magnetic contrast. Figure 6.9 shows a series of
XMCD images acquired at three different applied electric fields 0 MV/m, 0.15MV/m,
0.27MV/m for three different LSMO microwires (a, b, c). The XMCD sequence was re-
corded with no applied magnetic field after poling the ferroelectric at −0.5MVm−1 and
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Figure 6.8: XAS spectrum of an LSMO 1µm square (blue) compared with the matrix (red). The
spectra are obtained from the area of interests defined in figure 6.7b.
applying a 15mT magnetic field pulse along the x-ray propagation direction. Firstly, the
magnetic domain configuration at 0MVm−1 applied field for the wires in figure 6.9a, b is
considered. The wire segments extending along the [100] direction show a uniform black
XMCD contrast indicating that they are uniformly magnetised. The traces of smaller
magnetic domains can be observed in the segments extending along the [011¯] direction.
This suggests that when the ferroelectric polarisation of the PMN-PT crystal lies out of
the (011) plane, the [100] axis is an easy magnetisation axis while the [011¯] is a harder one.
When the electric field is increased to 0.15MVm−1, the PMN-PT induces an anisotropic
strain, as described above, and the wire segments oriented along [011¯] also acquire a
uniform black contrast suggesting that both the [100] and [011¯] directions are now easy
magnetisation directions. However, that the wire in figure 6.9c shows the opposite be-
haviour. In zero applied electric field, the [100] and [011¯] crystallographic axes are both
easy magnetisation directions, while the [011¯] direction becomes a hard magnetisation
direction when the field is increased to 0.15MVm−1. No further changes for all the wires
are observed when the applied electric field is increased to 0.27MVm−1.
In contrast to what has been presented in the previous section for the Ni nanostruc-
tures on PMN-PT, the LSMO layer is epitaxial to the PMN-PT and the deposition of the
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Figure 6.9: XMCD images for three different LSMO microwires at three different applied electric
fields 0 MV/m, 0.15MV/m, 0.27MV/m. Adapted from [2]
LSMO is performed at an elevated temperature in which PMN-PT is paraelectric. We can
therefore exclude thepresenceof different straindynamicsdue to the ferroelectric domain
structure at the deposition time. It is possible that the backscattering of the Ar ion by the
substrate was strong enough to cause localised damage also in the Cr masked areas, thus
inducing local modifications of the magnetic properties in the LSMO layer. To overcome
this problem, a less aggressive patterning could be achievedby using a subtractive etching
technique as recently shown in [26].
6.5 Timescales in artificialmultiferroics
In the perspective of applications in data recording, it is important to investigate the
ultimate operation speed of artificial multiferroic heterostructures. In these systems one
relies on the switching of the ferroelectric component to induce changes in the ferromag-
netic layer as shown above. After consideringwhat limits the ultimate speed atwhich each
component of an artificial multiferroic can be manipulated, a preliminary experiment to
determine the switching speed of a patterned ferroelectric capacitor is presented.
In artificial multiferroics the time scale of the inducedmagnetoelectric coupling is ul-
timately defined, on the one hand, by the speed at which both the ferroelectric and ferro-
magnetic components can bemanipulated, and on the other, by the origin of the coupling
mechanism between the two. Ferromagnetic switching happens either by (i) a uniform ro-
tation of themagnetisation, or by (ii) the nucleation of reversed domains and propagation
of domain walls. The first process is typical in nanostructures that are in a single domain
state. In this case, as the magnetisation rotates coherently, the switching time scale is de-
termined by precessional motions and varies between 0.1 ns to 1ns [27]. The second pro-
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cess is favoured in extended systems such as continuous thin films where multi domain
configurations are favoured. In this case the switching process is slower and is limited
by the domain wall velocity which for soft materials varies between 100ms−1 to 600ms−1,
like inNi0.8Fe0.2 [27]. For ferroelectrics the switchingmechanisms aremore complex since
the polarisation reversal involves structural changes, requiring the minimisation of both
the electrostatic and elastic energy. Also, ferroelectric domain walls tend to be strongly
pinned and the switching speed is normally limited by their slow propagation. Typical
propagation speeds for these walls are below 100ms−1 as confirmed by time resolved x-
ray diffraction experiments [28]. In relaxor ferroelectrics, dielectric relaxation phenomena
can be responsible for very slow responses of the ferroelectric material to applied electric
fields, as recently shown for PMN-PT [29]3.
The origin of the coupling between the ferroelectric and the ferromagnetic constitu-
ents also has an important role in determining the ultimate time scale related to mag-
netoelectric coupling. In case of strain mediated artificial multiferroics the distortions
generated by the ferroelectric have to propagate to the ferromagnetic layer. This is ana-
logous to the propagation of a sound wave in the materials, so it is expected to be limited
by the speed of sound in solids ≈1 kms−1. In the case of charge and exchange mediated
artificialmultiferroics the coupling canbe faster. In the former case it is determinedby the
dielectric relaxation time in the ferromagnetic constituentwhich is≈ 1 ps. In the latter, the
coupling is limited by how fast the ferromagnetic constituent follows the reorientation of
the antiferromagnetic ferroelectric. Recent experiments have shown that partial reorient-
ations in ferromagnetic layers coupled to antiferromagnets can occur at an ultrafast pace
(≈ 100 ps) [30].
When the electric field is applied via electrodes connected to a pulsed voltage source,
the RC time constant of the multiferroic device also limits its response speed. Typically,
planar electrodes are deposited on the opposite faces of the ferroelectric, thus one can
easily calculate the capacitance C of the multiferroic device as:
C = ε0εr
A
t
(6.3)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric,
A is the surface of the contacts and t the thickness of the ferroelectric constituent. In the
case of the experiment presented in section 6.3, εr ≈ 3000 [4], A = 10× 10mm
2, t = 0.5mm
giving a capacitanceC = 6nF. Toprevent damages to the ferroelectric crystalwhile switch-
ing its polarisation, the electric field is applied with a resistor R =100 kΩ. The RC time
constant is in this case ≈ 600µs, well above the limitations dictated by the ferromagnetic
switching but still below the typical relaxation times in relaxor ferroelectrics.
Substituting the ferroelectric single crystal with a thin ferroelectric layer relaxes the
3This paragraph follows from the description given in [25]
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of the experiment for measuring the fast switching behaviuor of a PZT ca-
pacitor.
requirements on the series resistor, allowing to maintain R around a value of 50Ω. By lat-
erally confining the area of the multiferroic device and by employing a non-relaxor fer-
roelectric with a lower dielectric constant, one can significantly reduce the RC product
and the dielectric relaxation time to below the ferroelectric switching time. For example,
PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3 (PZT) thin films show a sub-100 ps dielectric relaxation time with εr ≈ 250
[31]. For A = 20× 20µm2, t = 0.26µm one obtains a capacitance C = 3.5 pF and a time
constant RC = 175 ps. This value is well below the ferroelectric switching time of PZT thin
layers, which is estimated to be sub-100 ns as observed by time-resolved piezoresponse
force microscopy measurements [32].
Figure 6.10 shows the schematic of an experiment aiming at observing the fast switch-
ing behaviour of a commercial 260 nm thick PZT device with 20× 20µm2 lateral dimen-
sions. Details about the sample structure are reported elsewhere [33]. Similar to what
was implemented in [34], an Agilent DCA-J 86100C sampling scope is used to monitor the
polarisation switching response, allowing a time resolution up to 50 ps. A DG-535 delay
generator from Stanford Research System is used to trigger the sampling scope, as well as
the two pulse generators used for the polarisation switching at a 10Hz repetition rate. An
Avtec AVM-4 high speed pulse generator generates the switching pulse, while a delayed
10ms long reset pulse is generated by an Agilent HP-33250A waveform generator. The fer-
roelectric capacitor is terminated on one side via a 30dB, 50 ohmattenuator to the input of
the sampling scopewhile the other side is connected to a bias tee. The purpose of the bias
tee is to electrically separate the twopulse generators. In this setup, the signalmeasuredby
the sampling scope is directly the displacement current. The paraelectric contributions,
proportional to C (dV /d t ), were disentangled from the ferroelectric switching signal by
recording two different time traces. In the first trace (ino-switching) the reset pulse has the
same polarity as the switching pulse (i.e. no ferroelectric polarisation switching happens),
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Figure 6.11: Evolution of the switched fraction of the ferroelectric polarisation in the patterned PZT
device.
while in the second trace (iswitching) the two pulses have opposite polarity. The saturation
polarisation of this PZT device was ≈ 40µCcm−2 with a coercive field of 80 kVcm−1 as
measured with a low frequency PUNDmeasurement [33].
Figure 6.11 shows the evolution of the switched fraction of the ferroelectric polarisa-
tion of the patterned PZT device upon the application of a 400 kVcm−1 electric field pulse
with a FWHM duration of 500 ps. The change in the electric polarisation of the ferroelec-
tric at the time t is obtained as follows:
∆P (t ) =
∫ t
−∞
iswitching(t
′)− ino-switching(t
′)dt ′ (6.4)
where iswitching and ino-switching are the time traces acquired as defined above. The switched
fraction is defined as the ratio between the detected change in polarisation ∆P (t ), and
the saturation polarisation of the PZT device measured at low frequency. It is interesting
to note that although the response of ferroelectric capacitor is relatively fast (a risetime
of ≈ 1.5 ns can be extracted by the time trace), only ≈25% of the PZT device has switched,
suggesting that a significantly longer pulse is needed to achieve full ferroelectric switching
as previously reported [32].
6.6 Conclusions and outlook
The first experiment has demonstrated the possibility of inducing a 90◦ uniformmag-
netisation rotation by the application of an electric field inNi strain coupled artificialmul-
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tiferroic nanostructures, resulting in one of the highest magnetoelectric coupling coeffi-
cient measured so far. We have found that the complex domain structure of the ferro-
electric single crystal exerts a strong influence on the strain mediated magnetoelectric
coupling, suggesting the importance of optimised and reliable patterning techniques for
complex ferroelectric and ferromagnetic oxides in order to realise the fullmagnetoelectric
stack at the nanoscale [1]. The second experiment aimed at exploring how the magnetic
anisotropy of strain-coupled LSMOmicrowires can bemodifiedby the application of elec-
tric fields [2]. Despite the issues with the patterning process, it was possible to observe a
change of themagnetic anisotropy from two-fold to four-fold. In both cases, thanks to the
hysteretic strain dynamics of the FEmaterial [17], the effect can be non volatile and revers-
ible, constituting an important step towards the realisation of a magnetoelectric MRAM
cell.
As discussed in section 6.5 ferroelectric switching in displacive ferroelectrics appears
to be slower than magnetisation switching in ferromagnets. One could tailor the ferro-
magnetic nanostructure so that the switching between different magnetisation states can
be obtained by short strain pulses. These strain pulses can be generated by relying only
on the linear piezostrain arising as the ferroelectric is excited with an electric field pulse.
This may allow for the realisation of faster devices where no propagation of ferroelectric
domain walls is involved.
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CHAPTER 7
Laser inducedmagnetisation reversal in GdFeCo
nanostructures
This chapter describes the observation of magnetisation switching using a single
femtosecond laser pulse for out-of-plane domains with sizes down to 200 nm in Gd-
FeCo nanostructures. The magnetic domain structure of the GdFeCo magnetic elements
through the laser induced magnetisation switching events is investigated using X-PEEM
with in-situ femtosecond laser pulses. The experimental findings reveal that a complex
domain structure is induced by the structuring process but it does not influence the
efficiency of the laser inducedmagnetisation switching.1
7.1 Introduction
In order to further increase the recording density of magnetic hard drives, novel
solutions to the magnetic recording trilemma arising from the competing requirements
between readability, writeability and stability have to be found [2]. One promising solu-
tion is heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) where a laser pulse is used to heat up
briefly themagnetic bit to be recorded inorder to lower its coercivity to a value compatible
with the magnetic field produced by the recording head [3]. Recent numerical atomistic
scale modelling simulations of the spin dynamics in a Heisenberg Gd–Fe ferrimagnet
demonstrated that the rapid transfer of energy into the spin system leads to switching of
1This chapter is adapted from L. Le Guyader, S. El Moussaoui, M. Buzzi, R. V. Chopdekar, L. J. Heyderman, A.
Tsukamoto, A. Itoh, A. Kirilyuk, T. Rasing, A. V. Kimel and F. Nolting. Appl. Phys. Lett. 101 022410 [1].
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the magnetisation within a few picoseconds without the need of applying any magnetic
field. The prediction was confirmed experimentally in GdFeCo ferrimagnetic alloys in
which the ultrafast heating was realised with the help of a linearly polarised femtosecond
laser pulse [4]. This switching via a heat pulse only occurs in a ferrimagnet consisting of
3d and 4f metals when the femtosecond laser pulse heats up the free electrons and thus
excites the magnet on the time scale of the exchange interaction. This brings the system
into a transient strongly non-equilibrium state due to the different demagnetisation time
scales of the Gd and Fe sublattices [5]which relax deterministically into the reversed state
[6]. More recently, all-optical switching has been observed in an increasing number of
rare earth-transitionmetal alloys [7, 8], ferri- and ferromagnetic multilayers [9, 10].
These discoveries suggest that a new and possibly simpler solution to the magnetic
recording trilemma can be proposed, involving only a laser heat pulse instead of the cur-
rently used magnetic recording head, and displaying tremendous recording speed. It is
left to be verified, however, how such switching works in nanostructures, where the initial
magnetisation statesmay be stronglymodified bymagnetostatic fields or by themanufac-
turing process itself, andwhere the relaxation from the transient stronglynon-equilibrium
state could be altered.
In the following, we demonstrate the magnetisation reversal in GdFeCo nanostruc-
tures for domains as small as 200 nm after applying a single, linearly polarised femto-
second laser pulse and without applying any magnetic field, i.e.by a heat pulse only. The
three components of the magnetisation vector in the structures were determined with
a photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) by performing an azimuthal dependent
measurement of the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) at the Fe L3 edge. The
azimuthal study showed that the rimsof the structures display an in-planemagnetic aniso-
tropy, which seems tobe the result of the thinning of theGdFeCo layer at the edge resulting
from the fabrication process. Moreover, the in-plane rims are found to play no significant
role in the reversal of the central out-of-plane domain.
7.2 Experimental Details
The sample consisted of a patterned thin multilayer of composition Si3N4(3 nm) /
Gd24.5Fe66.1Co9.4(20 nm) / Si3N4(5 nm) / AlTi(10 nm) deposited on a silicon substrate. De-
tails on the growth and patterning process were given in chapter 4. The patterning resul-
ted in isolated squares and discs with sizes ranging from 2×2 µm2 down to 100×100 nm2.
The magnetic properties of the Gd24.5Fe66.1Co9.4 film were characterised before structur-
ing. The magnetisation compensation temperature was determined to be 370 K with a
square out-of-plane hysteresis loop. The coercive field at room temperature was found to
be 28 kA/m.
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X-PEEM objective lens
e- x-raysIR pumpScientific XL-500
800nm 50fs
500 nJ @ 5.2MHz RR
Pulse Picker @ 1 Hz
Synchronised
Optical Shutter
GdFeCo Sample
Figure 7.1: Schematic of the experiment.
Images of the magnetic domain states in these structures were obtained using the X-
PEEM endstation at the Surface/Interface: Microscopy (SIM) beamline [11] at the Swiss
Light Source. Imaging of themagnetic state of the nanostructures was performed employ-
ing X-raymagnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) tuning the incoming photon energy to the
Fe-L3 edge. The sample was excited with 50 fs long, 800 nm centre wavelength pulses pro-
duced by a Scientific XL-500 laser oscillator from Femtolasers Produtkions GmbH. Single
laser pulses were selected using a pulse picker in combination with an optical shutter.
The laser spot at the sample position had a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 30
× 105 µm2. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic of the experiment.
As defined in chapter 5, the contrast in the XMCD image is proportional to the dot
product ~M (~r ) · ~k , where ~k is the propagation vector of the incoming x-rays. In this exper-
iment the x-ray impinge on the sample with a incidence angle θ = 74◦ giving sensitivity
to both in-plane and out-of-planemagnetisation. By acquiring three different XMCD im-
agesof the same region at three different incoming x-ray azimuthal anglesφi=1..3 = (0
◦, 90◦,
180◦) it is possible to extract the single components of the magnetisation vector. In each
of the XMCD images the pixel contrast will be proportional to:
XMCDi = ~M · ~k =Mxk
i
x
+M y k
i
y
+Mzk
i
z
(7.1)
=Mx sinθ cosφi +M y sinθ sinφi +Mz cosθ
This leads to a linear system of three equations in three unknowns that can be resolved
pixelwise to derivemagnetisation images of the in-planeMi n and out-of-planeMout mag-
netisation components [12, 13]. It is important to note that since the three different azi-
muthal angles are obtained by rotating the sample holder, the microscope aberrations
are different in the three images. To mitigate this problem the images are registered with
respect to each other using a combination of elastic transformations and sub-pixel drift
correction prior to performing the pixelwise solution of the linear system [14].
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(a) (b)
(d) (c)
1, 2 μm squares
100, 200, 300, 400, 
500 nm squares
100, 200, 300, 400, 
500 nm discs
1, 2 μm discs
Figure 7.2: Sequence of successive XMCD images recorded at the Fe L3 edge from the same region.
The arrows indicate the order in which the images were recorded, while a single linearly polarised
laser pulse was applied to the sample in between each of them. The circle indicates the case for
which the switching is not complete. Adapted from [1]
7.3 Results and Discussion
A sequence of XMCD images, each recorded after excitation by a single linearly polar-
ised laser pulse, is shown in figure 7.2b-e and illustrates the efficiency of the laser induced
magnetisation switching in these structures. For the 2 and 1 µm wide structures, the re-
versal of themagnetisation is easily identified as a change fromblack towhite or vice versa
with an efficiency approaching 100%. In this specific example, out of the 9 largest struc-
tures visible and out of the 3 laser pulses, only one case (circled in figure 7.2d) does not
result in a complete switching, giving a total switching efficiency of 96%. The behaviour
of the smaller structures that are 500, 400 and 300 nm wide, is however not as evident
as for the larger ones. Here, most of them seem to have stable multi-domain states with
both black and white contrast in the same structure, in contrast to the larger structures
which look mono-domain. These small structures show an apparently random switching
behaviour. As will be shown later, this is due to the structures having in-plane as well as
out-of-plane domains which cannot be distinguished in these images and which will be
shown to behave differently.
In order to better understand their magnetic configurations and their laser induced
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switching behaviour, an azimuthal dependent study was carried out, revealing the spa-
tially resolved magnetisation vector components. The derivedMi n andMout magnetisa-
tion components from the azimuthal XMCD study of the initial state are shown in figure
7.3b,c respectively. In these images, the colour gives the component direction while the
brightness gives its magnitude according to the colour wheel for the in-plane compon-
ent and the colour double-headed arrow for the out-of-plane component. The azimuthal
study was then repeated on the same structures after excitation by a single linearly po-
larised laser pulse and the result is shown in figure 7.3d and figure 7.3e. Comparing the
out-of-plane magnetisation before and after the laser pulse in figure 7.3c and figure 7.3e
clearly shows that the 2 µm square and disc as well as the smaller 500 and 400 nm squares
have switched their central out-of-planemagnetisation, e.g. from red to blue or vice versa.
The size of the out-of-plane domain in the 400 nm square is found to be 200 nm. For the
smaller 300 and 100 nm wide structures, their out-of-plane central domain could not be
imaged reliably. The limit here arises from a combination of the instrument spatial resol-
ution, the electric field distortion from the structure edges and errors in the overlay of the
three images recorded in different conditions [15]. At the same time, this azimuthal study
reveals that all of the structures show an in-plane magnetised region of constant width at
their edges. These in-plane magnetised rims explain the apparent multi-domain nature
of the smaller structures observed in figure 7.2b-e, where the contrast is dominated by
the in-plane magnetised domains. It is important to note that these in-plane rims do not
play a role in the switching behaviour of the structures. This can be seen by comparing
figure 7.3b and figure 7.3d where, while the out-of-plane domains of the 500 and 400 nm
structures switch, their in-plane rims remain the same. This illustrates experimentally the
strength of the drive by which this laser induced switching occurs. Indeed, simulations
have shown thatmagnetic fields as high as 40 T are not sufficient to prevent the formation
of the transient ferromagnetic-like statewhich leads to themagnetisation reversal [4]. This
shows the insensitivity of the switched domains to their surroundings, a property which
might be exploited to reach a very high recording density.
There are caseswhere the in-planemagnetisationchanges after the laser excitationbut
without influencing the switching of the out-of-plane core, as can be seen for example at
the edges of the 2 µm square in figure 7.3. Although the switching of the out-of-plane
core is reproducible, the switching of the in-plane outer rim appears to bemore complex.
This might be related to thinning, oxidation, and/or modified anisotropy at the edge of
the structures. Furthermore, the laser intensity distribution is not homogeneous inside
the structure due to laser interference within it [16]. This difference in behaviour of the
edge and the core of the structures explains the apparently random switching of the small
structures in figure 7.2b-e. In these images, the contrast of the small structures is domin-
ated by the in-plane magnetisation of the outer rim, and our azimuthal dependent study
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Figure 7.3: (a) Atomic forcemicroscopy image of the sample showing the 2µmsquare and disc and
the 500, 400, 300 and 100 nm squares. In-planeMin and out-of-planeMout magnetisation images of
the sample in its initial state (b) and (c) and after applying a single femtosecond laser pulse resulting
in a slight change in the in-plane magnetisation (d) while the out-of-planemagnetisation reverses
its direction, e.g. from down (red) to up (blue) magnetisation direction (e). Adapted from [1]
has allowed us to disentangle the switching behaviour of the core and the outer rim.
Despite the insensitivity of the switching process of the out-of-plane magnetisation
to the surrounding magnetic configuration, it is nevertheless desirable to obtain mono-
domain nanostructures for real device applications. It is thus important to understand
the origin of the formation of the in-plane magnetised rims. To investigate possible ox-
idation of the structures, spectromicroscopy was performed at the Fe L3,2 edges, for the
centre part and the outer edge of the structures. The resulting X-ray absorption spectrum
(XAS) for a 400 nm wide disc is shown in figure 7.4a. The spectrum obtained for the outer
edge shows an additional shoulder, indicated by an arrow in figure 7.4a, that can be cor-
related with the presence of a certain level of Fe3+ oxidation [17]. By computing the pixel-
wise difference between the Fe3+ and the Fe metal peak images, a map of the oxidation is
obtained and shown in figure 7.4b. It shows that the oxidation is significantly inhomogen-
eous, and is concentrated at certain positions around the structure edges, which appear
as bright spots in figure 7.4b. This observation does not correlate well with the presence
of the in-planemagnetised rims of constant width around the perimeter of the structures,
suggesting that oxidation is not themain cause. From the atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM)
image in figure 7.3a, line profiles for each of the structures are extracted and are shown
in figure 7.4c. These line profiles reveal that a thinning of all the structures occurs at the
edges over a distance of 150 nm. The lift-off process, which involves deposition of the
magnetic layers on a structured polymer resist, results in thinner edges due to shadow-
ing from the resist during film deposition. As the size of the structure becomes smaller
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Figure 7.4: (a) XAS spectrumobtained from the central and edge regions of a 400 nmwide disk, with
the inset indicating the regions of interest. The arrow indicates the position of the Fe3+ oxide peak.
(b) Oxidation image obtained by computing the pixel-by-pixel difference between the Fe oxide and
metal peaks images. (c) AFM line profiles for the different structures. Adapted from [1]
than the shadow, this effect becomes stronger to the point that it reduces the thickness
of the 100 nm structures by a factor of 2. A reduced thickness of the GdFeCo film at the
edges leads to a modified magnetic anisotropy of the material. Since this edge thinning
is occurring for all the structures, it correlates better with the in-plane magnetised rims
than the inhomogeneous oxidation from the edges. In addition, this thinning of the edge
over 150 nm would explain why the 300 nm wide and smaller structures have no central
out-of-plane magnetised region, as shown in figure 7.3. This means that in lieu of the
lift-off process used in this work, a subtractive etch process such as ion milling through a
hard mask producing top-hat thickness profile should result in mono-domain nanostruc-
tures better suited for high density recording applications. Moreover, this edge thinning
implies that the size of the central region of the 400 nmwide square is consistent with the
200 nm domain size derived from theMout component in figure 7.3c. This demonstrates
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the potential of the heat pulse only switching in structured recording media for future ap-
plications.
7.4 Conclusion
We have demonstrated laser induced magnetisation switching in a 200 nm out-of-
plane domain located in the centre of a 400 nm wide nanostructure. The in-plane edge
domains are found toplay no particular role in the efficiencyof the switching thanks to the
strength of the drive by which the switching occurs and are likely the result of a thinning
of themagnetic film due to the fabricationmethod employed. This specific limitation can
be lifted with an improved nanofabrication and optimisedmaterial properties. This work
constitutes an important step towards the combination of laser induced magnetisation
switching with bit patterned media for real device applications.
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CHAPTER 8
Single shot measurements of Ultrafast Demagnetisation
This chapter starts with an introduction to the commonly employedmethods used for
probing ultrafast magnetisation processes, followed by the description of a new concept
that makes possible single-pulse measurements employing spatial encoding using an off-
axis zone plate. The development of the instrument and its implementation at the free
electron laser FLASHare then described. Lastly, results fromsingle pulse demagnetisation
measurements of ferromagnetic thin films are presented. 1
8.1 Introduction
Asdescribed in chapter 3, when a ferromagnet is excitedwith a strong, ultra-short laser
pulse its magnetisation quenches rapidly. After almost two decades of intense research
since its first discovery, ultrafast demagnetisation still presents unsolved puzzles regard-
ing the underlyingmechanisms governing the dynamics at the sub-picosecond time scale.
Femtosecond laser pulses excite magnetic materials on a time scale which is comparable
to the exchange interaction. In systems with more than one magnetic species, the differ-
ent magnetic sublattices can then be pushed out of equilibrium in respect to each other
yieldingnovel and intriguingbehaviours suchas thedifferentdemagnetisation time scales
observed inNiFe alloys [1], aswell as the all-opticalmagnetisation switchingobserved first
in GdFeCo and then in other magnetic alloys and multilayers [2, 3, 4].
1Parts of this chapter are adapted from: M. Buzzi, M. Makita, L. Howald, A. Kleibert, B. Vodungbo, J. Raabe,
N. Jaouen, K. Tiedtke, N. Schirmel, H. Redlin, C. David, F. Nolting, and J. Lüning, in preparation (2015)
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Figure 8.1: Schematic of a typical pump-probe setup for themeasurement of ultrafast phenomena.
Adapted from [5].
Up to now, measurements of magnetisation dynamics have been performed in the so-
called pump-probe scheme in which an ultrashort laser pulse (pump) is used to excite
the sample, and the subsequent relaxation process is reconstructed by the application
of a second pulse (probe) after a certain time delay. Figure 8.1 shows a schematic rep-
resentation of a pump-probe experiment. The time at which the sample magnetisation
is sampled is defined by the arrival time difference of the probe and pump pulse at the
sample surface. In order to reconstruct the full relaxation process, the arrival time delay is
scanned by varying the position of the delay line. Typically, for each time delay setting the
measurement is repeatedmultiple times and averaged in order to attain a sufficient signal
to noise ratio. It is then clear that in this measurement scheme only the reproducible part
of the induced dynamic process can be retrieved.
All the models for ultrafast demagnetisation that have been developed up to date are
based on experimental measurements performed using stroboscopic pump-probe tech-
niques. Due to this technical limitation it is still an open question whether ultrafast de-
magnetisation is governed only by reproducible processes, or if stochastic processes have
to be considered for a proper interpretation of the results.
Although different schemes for single shot ultrafast spectroscopy using visible lasers
have been presented and successfully employed in ultrafast chemistry [6], at visible
wavelengths the contrast level of magneto-optic signals such as Kerr or Faraday effect is
too low to allow for single-shot, time-resolved magnetisation measurements. The avail-
ability of intense, ultrashort x-ray pulses from free electron lasers opened the possibility
of employing resonantly enhanced effects such as x-ray magnetic circular dichroism or
transverse magneto-optic Kerr effect (T-MOKE) in the extreme ultraviolet. However, the
conventional single-shot methods developed for visible light are not directly applicable
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of a spatial encoding setup using non-collinear pump and probe beams.
in the soft x-ray regime.
In the following, we present a novel experimental development that overcomes this
limitation. Our technique is based on an off-axis Fresnel zone plate to tilt the XUV pulse
front in order to obtain a real-time measurement of the transient XUV reflectivity of a
samplewith sub-100fs time resolution. We successfully employed this setup to retrieve, in
a single pump-probe event, the ultrafast demagnetisation dynamics of a cobalt thin layer,
giving the first experimental proof of spatial encoding over a time window of 1500 fs. The
magnetisation of the ferromagnetic sample was probed with ultrashort XUV pulses from
the free electron laser FLASH using resonantly enhanced T-MOKE. Finally, by comparing
demagnetisation curves from subsequent pump-probe events, we prove for the first time
that no significant effect of stochastic phenomena are present.
8.2 Experimental Details
8.2.1 Concept of the experiment
Typically, single shot time resolvedmeasurements rely on spatial encoding. The key of
this technique is encoding the time delay between pump and the probe pulses in one of
the beam spatial coordinates. At visible wavelengths this can be obtained using different
methods such as (i) tilting the propagation direction of the probe beam with respect to
the pump beam, or (ii) by tilting the probe pulse front with a diffraction grating [6]. The
first option, shown in figure 8.2, is the simplest since it does not require special optical ele-
ments. While this is beneficial for applications involving x-rays, this scheme has intrinsic
shortcomings. This example employs a grazing incidence geometry for the probe beam
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Figure 8.3: Simplified schematic of the novel development proposed here, employing an off-axis
Fresnel zone plate for single-shot time-resolvedmagnetisation measurements.
and a normal incidence geometry for the pump beam. As a consequence, the delay time
between the arrival of the pump and the probe pulse at the sample surface varies continu-
ously along the x coordinate. A 2D detector is used to collect the probe beam transmitted
through the sample and the transmissivity of the sample is probed over an extended time
delay range∆t . This value is strictly linked to the geometry of the experiment and can be
calculated as:
∆t =∆x
cosθ
c
(8.1)
where∆x is theprobebeamwidth, c is the speedof light, andθ is thegrazing angle. Substi-
tuting typical values like∆x ≈100µm and θ = 15◦ one obtains a time window∆t ≈330 fs.
Unfortunately, this time window is too small for studying the early time period of ultra-
fast demagnetisation that extends up to 2 ps. In addition, since most free electron lasers
only deliver linearly polarised pulses, the ideal magnetic contrast mechanism is T-MOKE,
which however gives very poor sensitivity at grazing incidence.
To circumvent these problems we decided to follow the more complicated pulse front
tilting route. Figure 8.3 shows the conceptual drawing of the set-up proposed in this work.
It relies on the fact that the optical path length of the rays propagating from a Fresnel zone
plate to its focal point varies with their distance to the zone plate optical axis. As a con-
sequence, when using off-axis illumination, the zone plate can be used to introduce a
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pulse front tilt as well as to focus the incoming beam. The sample is positioned in the first
order focus of the zone plate and is excited by a near infrared pulse at normal incidence.
The time delay between the pump and the probe pulse is encoded in a spatial coordin-
ate of the reflected beam. The total time window probed in a single pump-probe event is
given by:
∆t =
1
c
s
f 2−

d +
w
2

−
s
f 2−

d −
w
2

(8.2)
where f is the focal length of the zone plate, d is the off-axis distance, andw the incoming
beamdiameter. For values of f = 80mm, d = 8mm, andw = 5mmone obtains∆t ≈ 1.6ps,
a much better suited time span for ultrafast magnetisation measurements. The magnet-
isation of the sample is probed using T-MOKE at theM2,3 resonances of 3d metals (52 eV -
66 eV). Aswill be explained later, T-MOKE generates a change in reflectivitywhen themag-
netisation of the sample changes, so the first detector, positioned in the reflected beam,
records directly the time-resolved demagnetisation curve. To normalise shot-to-shot fluc-
tuations of the beam profile and intensity, an identical detector is positioned in the negat-
ive first diffraction order of the zone plate.
8.2.2 Transversemagneto-optic Kerr effect in the extreme ultraviolet2
Generally, themagneto-opticKerr effect (MOKE) refers to the interactionof linearly po-
larised light with amagnetised surface. Depending on the scattering geometry chosen for
the experiment, the polarisation state of the light reflected from the sample or the sample
reflectivity itself is affected by the magnetisation state of the sample. In the following we
focus on the transverse magneto-optic Kerr effect (T-MOKE), while more general details
about MOKE can be found in [8].
Figure 8.4 shows the scattering geometry for T-MOKE experiments. In this configura-
tion, changes in the in-plane magnetisation perpendicular to the scattering plane induce
a change in the sample reflectivity. It is possible to calculate the reflected intensity from a
magnetised surface for incident light with p-polarisation [9]:
I P
±
= I0
n cosθ − cosχn cosθ + cosχ ±εx y
2sinθ cosθ
n (n cosθ + cosχ )2

2
(8.3)
and for incident light with s-polarisation:
I S± = I0
cosθ −n cosχcosθ +n cosχ

2
(8.4)
2This section follows the description given in [7]
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Transverse MOKE
Figure 8.4: Scattering geometry in T-MOKE experiments.
Here, I0 is the incident light intensity, n the refractive index of thematerial, θ the angle
of incidence, χ = sin−1(sinθ/n ) the refractive angle and εx y is the magnetisation depend-
ent, off-diagonal element of the dielectric tensor. The plus-minus sign depends on the
magnetisation orientation being parallel or antiparallel to the scattering plane normal.
We observe that the reflected intensity in the case of s-polarised light does not depend
on the sample magnetisation. In the case of p-polarised light, one finds that the second
part of the equation is magnetisation dependent through εx y which is linearly propor-
tional to the sample magnetisation along the z axis. Also, εx y is generally small (≈ 10
−3)
allowing us toneglect secondorder contributions to the reflected intensity. In otherwords,
the reflected intensity for p-polarised light is linearly proportional to the sample magnet-
isation [10].
The particular advantage of T-MOKE is that it does not require polarisation analysis
to recover the magneto-optic signal from the sample. This is particularly advantageous
for experiments using soft x-rays where the measurement of the polarisation state of the
reflected light requires the development of purpose made multilayers. Furthermore, in
the XUV regime, it is possible to tune the energy to be at resonance with theM2,3 edges of
the 3d magnetic element under investigation and obtain a resonant enhancement of εx y .
This not onlymakes T-MOKE element selective, as in the case of XMCD, but also causes an
increase of themagnetic signal frombelow1% in the visible range to few tens of percent in
the XUV. The originof this resonant enhancement is found in the large spin-orbit coupling
and exchange splitting of the 3p core states.
Similarly to the case of XMCD, the magnetic signal can be enhanced measuring the
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sample reflectivity for two oppositemagnetisationdirections (parallel I P
+
, and antiparallel
I P
−
to the z -axis) and calculating the asymmetry parameter. One can explicitly formulate
the T-MOKE asymmetry as:
T-MOKE=
I P
+
− I P−
I P+ + I
P
−
(8.5)
≃
sin2θ
1− 2cos2θ
δℜ[εx y ] +βℑ[εx y ]
δ2+β 2
Equation 8.5 was obtained substituting 8.3 for I P± and n = 1− δ + iβ , in the approx-
imation of small δ and β . This relation gives two important sets of information about
the T-MOKE effect in the extreme ultraviolet. Firstly, it suggests that the sensitivity of T-
MOKE ismaximumat an incident angle θ ≈ 45◦.3 Secondly, the energy dependence of the
T-MOKE signal enters both via εx y and via δ and β . It is important to note that, due to
rather large line width of the M2,3 transitions, the magnetic signal from a single element
might extend over few eV and caremust be takenwhenmeasuringmagnetic samples con-
tainingmultiple magnetic species that no overlapping resonance lines are present.
8.2.3 Requirements for the probe pulse
TheM2,3 edges of Fe, Co, and Ni fall in the energy range between 52 eV and 66 eV. Spa-
tial encoding techniques do not achieve sub pulse length resolution as opposed to streak
cameras. Therefore, to attain ultrafast magnetisation measurements with sub-100fs time
resolution, the probe pulse should be intense enough to allow for single shot measure-
ment, have sub-100fs duration, and a central wavelength in the XUV range to match the
M2,3 of the elements we plan to study. For this reason, the experiments presented here
were performed at the free electron laser FLASH in Hamburg, Germany using the direct
SASE beam from BL2. A detailed description of how ultrashort XUV pulses are generated
at FLASH alongside with the capabilities of the facility is given in appendix A.
8.2.4 Optics design and fabrication
Since the off-axis Fresnel zone plate employed in the optical set-up is used in transmis-
sion, the support structure of the zone plate should be as transparent as possible in the
50 eV to 70 eV energy range. For this purpose, silicon turned out to be the ideal candidate.
The focal length and the off-axis distance were defined in order to obtain the largest time
3More generally, it can be shown that the maximum sensitivity is obtained at the Brewster angle. At XUV
wavelengths there is no large refractive index mismatch at the interface with vacuum and this angle is ≈ 45◦
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Figure 8.5: (a) Fabrication steps of the Fresnel zone plate. (b) Zone plates mounted on the zone
plate mount. (c) SEMmicrograph of the zone plate structure.
window ∆t while maintaining the fabrication requirements attainable. The focal length
of the zone plate was set to f =80mm, with an off-axis distance w=7.9mm for an incom-
ing photon energy of 60 eV. To simplify the alignment procedure of the whole set-up, the
alignment can be performed using an alignment HeNe laser available at the FLASH beam-
lines. For this reason, zone plates with the same optical properties at 1.96 eV were also
produced.
Figure 8.5 shows (a) the fabrication process of the zone plate, (b) the zone plates
mounted on their holder and (c) an SEM micrograph of the zone plate structure. The
zone plates are fabricated starting from 4.8× 4.8mm2 wide, 1µm thick single crystalline
Si membranes. As a first step, a chromium mask layer is defined with a combination of
traditional electron beam lithography and chromium etching techniques. The grating is
then etched into the silicon membrane using reactive ion etching. The following lift-off
process and removal of the chromium mask results in the final zone plate structure. The
fabrication process was carried out by Dr. M. Makita and Dr. C. David at the Laboratory
for micro- and nanotechnology of the Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland.
8.2.5 The experimental set-up
The complete schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 8.6(a). The XUV
beam first propagates to the zone plate and is diffracted off in two beams (i) the negative
first diffraction order which propagates to the reference detector and (ii) the first diffrac-
tionorderwhich is focused on the sample. The sample is positioned in thefirst order focus
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Figure8.6: (a) Schematic of the XUVoptical set-up (top view). (b) Schematic of the reference objects.
of the zone plate at an incidence angle of ≈ 45◦ to maximise the T-MOKE sensitivity and
a second area detector collects the specular reflectivity from the sample. A 100 nm thick
aluminium filter is placed in front of the reflection detector to screen eventual scattered
light from the pump beamwhile a 3.8µm thick aluminiumfilter was placed in front of the
reference camera inorder to protect it from infraredphotons and to attenuate thenegative
first order beam by a factor 10−3 so that the intensity reaching this detector is comparable
to the one reaching the reflection detector. Both aluminium filters were manufactured by
Luxel Corp., USA and were delivered on a TF114 mount. The expected transmission of
the filter was calculated based on [11] including a 5 nm oxidation layer for each exposed
surface. Finally, a reference object can be inserted in the beam to project a known image
on the reference and reflection detectors in order to calculate the transformation matrix
correlating the images acquired by the two detectors. Figure 8.6b shows the schematic of
the three available reference objects, which are a 0.3 mm pitch copper mesh, a cross, and
a set of two 0.1 mm thick straight wires.
Since most of the optical setup involves propagation of beams in the extreme ultravi-
olet it has to be enclosed in a vacuum chamber. For this purpose, a rectangular vacuum
chamber (main chamber) was designed and hogged out of a solid block of aluminium by
VA-TECGmbH,Germany. Figure8.7 shows themobile endstation thatwasbuilt inorder to
perform this experiment. To obtain themaximumflexibility in the positioning of the XUV
optical components, the main chamber contains an aluminium breadboard to which the
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Figure 8.7: Picture of the experimental setup at the free electron laser in Hamburg FLASH.
optical elements can be fixed. The main chamber is pumped by a 400 ls−1 turbo molecu-
lar pump and achieves a base pressure of ≈1× 10−6mbar. A differential pumping stage
realised with a combination of a 60 ls−1 turbo molecular pump and an ion getter pump
allows us to keep the pressure at the beam line connection in the 10−8 mbar range. A gate
valve with a sapphire window separates the main chamber from the differential pumping
stage. In this way, the HeNe alignment laser beam can propagate to the main chamber
while keeping the beamline connection part in vacuum even when the main chamber is
vented.
The vacuum chamber is mounted directly on a honeycomb optical breadboard that
allows for the positioning of the remaining infrared optic needed for the experiment. The
breadboard positioning with respect to the beam direction can be adjusted by lead screw
operated mechanisms. The height of the whole end station can be adjusted using rubber
feet with adjustable length. Thismobile endstation has been successfully employed at the
VUV beamline of the Swiss Light Source in Villigen, Switzerland and at the free electron
laser FLASH in Hamburg, Germany.
Figure 8.8 shows the inside of the vacuum chamber. Although the preliminary align-
ment is performed when the vacuum chamber is vented using the HeNe alignment laser
from the FLASHbeamlines, its collinearitywith the XUVbeam is not perfect and the align-
ment often requires tweaking when switching to the XUV beam. For this reason, most of
the components are mounted on in-vacuum positioners.
The reference object stage (partially seen in the picture) allows for moving the refer-
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Figure 8.8: Picture of the in-vacuum optical setup (top view).
ence object in and out of the XUV beam. A set of three XUV zone plates, plus one HeNe
alignment zone plate can be moved with respect to the beam using a SmarAct SLC-2445
xyzmanipulator. The sample stage combines a rotation stage to adjust the incidence angle
θ and a SmarAct SLC-1750 xyzmanipulator to adjust the position of the sample under the
beam. A beam dump fabricated out of a stainless steel ruler can be positioned in the zero
order beam transmitted through the zone plate. The reference CCD ismounted on a linear
translation stage that allows for moving the detector along the beam propagation direc-
tion. In order to enable θ -2θ scans, the reflection CCD has two linear translations: one in
the propagation direction of the reflected beam and one orthogonal to it. To achieve high-
vacuum, all the mounts are made of stainless steel or bare aluminium and have proper
venting holes. The wiring is performed with high-vacuum compatible cables. The CCD
detectors are two identical PI-MTE 2048 in vacuumCCD fromPrinceton Instruments with
a sensitive area of 2048x2048 pixels having a size of 13.5µm4.
Figure 8.9 shows a detailed view of the aluminium sample holder used in the experi-
ment. A custombuilt electromagnet is woundon anARMCOpure iron yoke and generates
magnetic field pulses up to 60mT with a duration varying between 300µs and 300ms. It is
4The two CCD detectors were borrowed from the Laboratoire d’Optique Appliquée and Synchrotron Soleil
in Paris, France
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Figure 8.9: Picture of the sample holder. A detailed view of the alignment sample is shown in inset.
glued with a UHV compatible epoxy (Epotek T-7110) to the main structure of the sample
holder. The magnetic samples are mounted directly in the magnet gap. An alignment
sample is mounted next to the magnetic samples and its structure is shown in the inset of
figure 8.9. It carries a patterned pinhole, a vertical, and a horizontal chirped linear grat-
ings for beam profiling purposes. An XUV sensitive photodiode is mounted on the back
of the sample holder and collects the beam transmitted by the alignment sample. To visu-
alise the position of the XUV beam using an external camera, a YAG screen is glued to the
sample holder. Finally, a so called “coaxial antenna” is installed on the sample holder in
order to achieve the rough time overlap between the infrared and XUV lasers as will be
explained later. Since the pump and probe beams are propagating in a non collinear geo-
metry, one has to make sure that the surfaces of the magnetic samples and the alignment
sample coincide. This was achieved by gluing the samples only along the edges while rest-
ing themon the surface of the sample holder. The flatness of the samplemounting surface
was checked with a micrometer resolution indicator.
The data acquisition system is based on the integration of the FLASH DAQ system
DOOCS, used to retrieve shot-to-shot beam parameters, and of an EPICS based system
that controls theCCDdetectors. Fast digitisers provided by FLASHoperate synchronously
to the free electron laser and are used to sample signals from the fast transmission photo-
diode. The measurement sequencing andmotion control is performed using a purposely
modified version of the Scanning Transmission X-ray Microscope control software used
at the Swiss Light Source.5
5I am greatly indebted to Dr. Jörg Raabe for including in the STXM software the measurement sequencing
procedures required for this experiment.
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8.2.6 Alignment andmeasurement protocols
Before starting the time-resolved measurements it is important to ensure both a
good spatial and temporal overlap of the pump and probe beams. Due to the extended
bandwidth of the SASE pulses, the probe beam is elliptical with a typical focused size
of 40×100µm2. To ensure homogeneous pumping in the probed area, the pump beam
focus diameter was set to 500µm. To start, the pump and the probe beam are brought
as close as possible on the YAG crystal with the aid of an out-of-vacuum camera looking
at the sample. To refine the spatial overlap, a 30µm diameter pinhole is available on the
alignment sample (Fig. 8.9) and can be scanned in each of the pump or probe beams to
record their spatial profile. The position of the out-of-vacuum infrared focusing lens is
adjusted until the centre of the spatial profiles of the pump and the probe beam coincide.
Once the spatial overlap of the XUV and the near infrared beam is achieved, one has
to find the temporal overlap. The coarse temporal alignment is achievedwith the “coaxial
antenna” approach. This device consists of a high frequency rigid coaxial cable whose
end has been stripped to expose the core wire for a length of approximately 2mm. When
the XUV or IR laser pulse hit the wire, photoelectrons are created and a current pulse is
generated. This signal is amplifiedwith awide-bandamplifier (Kuhne Electronics KULNA
BB 0180 A-SMA) and fed to an oscilloscope with 2GHz bandwidth. The oscilloscope is
triggered using the signal from a photodiode positioned in the leakage of one of the IR
mirrors. As a first step, the IR beam is blocked and a time trace using the beam from the
X-FEL is acquired and stored as reference. Then, time traces using only the beam from the
IR laser are acquired and the electronic delay of the pump-probe laser is adjusted until the
signal from the IR pulse overlaps with the signal from the XUV pulse. In this way the time
overlap can be found with a precision of ±30 ps. The fine adjustment of the time overlap
is performed during the experiment itself.
Due to the long read out time (≈ 4 s) of the PI-MTE CCD detectors, FLASH was oper-
ated in single bunch mode and the beamline fast shutter was used to select single pulses.
In the experiments that are described in the following, the machine was operated in low
bunch charge mode, delivering a pulse duration of approximately 50 fs with an energy
bandwidth of 1%. The energy per pulse delivered by the free electron laser was 80± 10µJ
at a wavelength of 20.8 nm for the experiments on Co films, and a wavelength of 18.7 nm
for the measurements on Co (0.2 nm) / Ni (0.2 nm) multilayers. The infrared pump laser
delivered 100µJ, 70 fs pulses with a central wavelength of 810 nm.
Anautomatic shutter in the IR pumppathwas employed andused to avoid continuous
exposure of the sample to the pump beam during the CCD readout. The PI-MTE CCD
detectors were run in continuous clean mode, at a temperature of 230K. To minimise
eventual dead times, aTTL trigger linewasused to start the exposure. Toavoidoverheating
of the electromagnet, the magnetic field was pulsed synchronously with the acquisition
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time of the CCD cameras.
During the experiment we observed that the dark field image of each CCD detector
showed changes approximately every two to three exposures. To minimise eventual arte-
facts due to this behaviour, a dark field image was acquired right after any exposure with
the XUV pulse. This process was implemented in an automated measurement cycle in
which a set of 4 images is acquired:
Pumped image: The sample is illuminated with both the XUV and the IR pulse and the
transient reflectivity is recorded. It is indicated as Ip .
Pumped image background: The sample is illuminated only with the IR pulse and the
dark field for the pumped image is recorded. It is indicated as: I dark
p
.
Unpumped image: The sample is illuminatedonlywith theXUVand the static reflectivity
of the sample is recorded. It is indicated as: Iu .
Unpumped image background: The sample is not illuminated with either of the pulse
and the dark field for the unpumped image is recorded. It is indicated as: I dark
u
.
The acquired images are corrected for the corresponding dark field images, and in or-
der to normalise out fluctuations of the incoming beam intensity profile, each image recor-
ded by the reflection CCD detector is normalised by the image acquired by the reference
CCDdetector. After this process, the normalised pumped image I norm
p
and the normalised
unpumped image I norm
u
are obtained.
The basic measurement cycle listed above can be nested in more complex sequences,
for example for themeasurement of the T-MOKE asymmetry (the sequence is repeated for
twodifferent polarities of themagnetic field), or inpump-probe delay scans (the sequence
is repeated for different delay settings of the pump-probe laser). This last option allows
for automatically collecting a series of images at different time delay, which is particularly
useful when optimising the temporal overlap. In the case of single shot measurements,
the XUV and the IR shutter open synchronously and illuminate the sample a single time.
Instead, in the case ofmultiple shotmeasurements the IR shutter is left open for thewhole
duration of the measurement since it cannot withstand opening and closing at 10Hz re-
petition rate.
In the following we will refer to the T-MOKE image as the image obtained by the pixel-
wise calculation of:
T-MOKE image=
I norm
p
(+M )− I norm
p
(−M )
I normp (+M ) + I
norm
p (−M )
(8.6)
where M indicates the sample magnetisation. In a similarmanner wewill refer to a transi-
ent reflectivity image or TR-image as the contrast map obtained by the pixel-wise calcula-
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tion of:
TR-image=
I norm
p
(+M )− I norm
u
(+M )
I normu (+M )
(8.7)
While in the T-MOKE case two pump-probe measurements with opposite magnetisa-
tion directions are required to isolate themagnetic signal, the TR-image recovers themag-
netic signal with the combinationof a pump-probe image and anunpumped image allow-
ing for a true single shot measurement of the ultrafast demagnetisation process. In both
images the contrast is proportional to the sample magnetisation change at a certain time
delay given by the spatial coordinates in the image.
8.3 Simulation of the experiment
As a preliminary step we calculated, using a geometrical ray optics approach, how the
time delay varies as a function of the two spatial coordinates in the reflected beam image.
Figure 8.10a shows the result of the calculation in the approximation of a perfectly planar
wavefront. The time delay varies as a function of the radial distance from the zone plate
optical axis giving rise to circular isochronous lines andmaking the time delay a quadratic
function of the pixel coordinates in the image as shown in figure 8.10b. For this reason,
the extraction of accurate time resolved data from the TR-image requires, as an ansatz,
the simulated time delaymap. In first approximation, for the optical arrangement used in
this experiment (Fig. 8.6), the time delay variesmainly in the y-coordinate of the reflected
beam image while the x-coordinate can be related mainly to a change in the incidence
angle θ ≈±1.5◦.
It is also possible to simulate the real image acquired by the detector in the reflected
beambymapping on the calculated time delaymap (Fig. 8.10a), the change in reflectivity
due to the ultrafast demagnetisation process in a 3dmetal (Fig. 8.10c). The result, plotted
in figure 8.10d, shows the onset of a clear drop in reflectivity due to the demagnetisation
process at the isochronous line corresponding to the pump-probe time overlap. One can
observe that due to its definition, the TR-imagedoesnot carry information about eventual
angular dependences of the reflectivity by the incidence angle, making it possible to aver-
age through the x-coordinate and increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement.
8.4 Results and Analysis
In this section the experimental results obtained with the presented set-up are dis-
cussed. The measurements were performed on a Co (20 nm) thin film and a [Co (0.2 nm)
/Ni (0.2 nm)]20 multilayer. The sample layer stack and fabrication techniques used to pre-
pare the samples are described in chapter 4.
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Figure 8.10: (a) Simulatedmap of the arrival time delay as a function of the pixel coordinates in the
image acquired by the reference CCDdetector. (b) Line profile taken from the time delaymap along
the red line. (c) Typical demagnetisation curve for a 3d metal. (d) Simulated image acquired by the
reference CCD detector.
8.4.1 From raw images to time-resolved data
As mentioned earlier in section 8.2.6, each pump-probe event produces a set of two
images,which are recordedby the referenceCCDdetector and the reflectionCCDdetector
respectively. In the following I will describe the procedure to recover from the raw CCD
images the single-shot pump-probe trace.
Figure8.11 shows the raw images acquiredby theCCDdetectorsbothwith the IRpump
beamopen (pumped) andclosed (un-pumped). Theeffect of the laser-induceddemagnet-
isation becomes clear once each raw image from the reflection CCD is normalised by the
corresponding image from the reference CCD and the TR-image is computed (Fig. 8.11c).
The comparison of the shape of isochronous lines in figure 8.11c to the one of those in the
simulated TR-image shown in figure 8.10d reveals clear differences in the curvature. Such
differences in shape can be explained by taking into account slight misalignments of the
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Figure 8.11: (a, b) Raw images from the CCD detectors for the pumped and un-pumped case re-
spectively. (c) TR-image as calculated according to the definition above.
gratingwith respect to the incoming beam. When the incoming beam and the grating sur-
face are not perpendicular to each other, as shown in figure 8.12a, additional time delays
can be created due to differences in path length between the two outermost rays of the
incoming beam. To reconstruct the time delay map of the experiment, the simulation of
the TR-image is repeated for different values of the zone plate pitch and yaw angles until
a satisfying agreement between the simulated TR-image and the measured TR-image is
achieved. It was found that a 0.6◦ pitch and 0.3◦ yaw angle gives a good agreement (Fig.
8.12b,c).
After identifying the time delay window common to each column in themeasured TR-
image (red lines in figure 8.12b), the calculated time delay map is used to interpolate the
measured TR-image and create the final TR-image in which the time delay varies linearly
in the y-coordinate. It can be observed that due to the linear relation between the pixel
coordinate and the time delay the isochronous line is now straight. Based on the time
delay map simulation, the total time span along the final TR-image (termed unwarped
TR-image in the following) is 1.47ps leading to a calibration constant of ≈ 6 fs/pixel.
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Figure 8.12: (a) Schematic showing howadditional delay is created when the grating is not perfectly
aligned with the incoming beam. (b) Simulated TR-image with 0.6◦ pitch and 0.3◦ yaw angles. (c)
Measured TR-image. (d) Final TR-image in which the time delay varies only in the y-coordinate.
8.4.2 Accuracy of the timewindow calibration
To determine the accuracywithwhich the calibration constantwas determined, we ac-
quired a set of TR-images scanning theXUV-IR timedelay in stepsof 150 fs around the time
overlap and tracked the movement of the time overlap isochronous line in the unwarped
TR-image. To mitigate the effects of the XUV to IR laser jitter, the data was sorted accord-
ing to the time stamp data generated by the beam arrival monitor BAM2 (see appendix
A). The measured time window total width was 1500± 100 fs leading to a calibration con-
stant value of 6±0.4 fs/pixel, which is in good agreement with the value obtained by the
ray optics calculation.
8.4.3 Single shotmeasurements on cobalt continuous layers
To investigate the role of eventual non reproducible processes in ultrafast demagnet-
isation we acquired a series of 200 single-shot real-time measurements on a 20 nm thick
cobalt film at an IR pump fluence F =12mJ cm−2. All the measurements were performed
in an applied magnetic field of 60mT. For each pump-probe event a time resolved re-
flectivity curve was obtained from the unwarped TR-image by averaging through the x-
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Figure 8.13: Typical agreement of the measured demagnetisation curve with the fitting using a
double exponential decay phenomenologicalmodel.
coordinate as shown in figure 8.13.
To gain further insight, each time resolved trace was fitted with a double exponential
decay phenomenological model and the demagnetisation timewas extracted. Themodel
used for fitting is:
∆R (t )
R0
=G (t ) ∗Θ(t )

A

1− e−
t
τM

+B

1− e−
t
τr

+C (8.8)
where G(t) is a gaussian function with a full width half maximum of 90 fs to account for
the time resolution of the experiment, Θ(t ) is the Heaviside function, τM and τr are the
time constants related respectively to the ultrafast drop of the magnetisation and its sub-
sequent relaxation process. A, B , and C are constants. The width of the time window
probed in our measurements is too narrow to obtain a proper fitting of the recovery time
constant τr . For this reason its value has been set to 5000 fs in accordance to literature
measurements [12] and only the parameters A, B, C, and τM have been extracted from the
fitting to the experimental data. Figure 8.13 shows the typical agreement of one of the 200
time resolved traces with the fitting according to this model.
Figure 8.14 shows the comparison of 16 subsequent single pump-probe events. No
significant changes are observed between the different pump-probe events. For a more
quantitative analysis we can consider the statistical distribution of the demagnetisation
time τM , obtained by fitting 200 single-shot real-time measurements (Fig. 8.15). As de-
scribed in chapter 3 themechanisms for ultrafast demagnetisation are still not completely
understood, and one could speculate the existence of two ormore demagnetisation paths
having different time constants that are stochastically chosen by the system in different
pump-probe events. This would generate a distribution of demagnetisation times peak-
ing atmore thanone value. Ourmeasurements show that the distributionof themeasured
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Figure 8.14: Comparison of 16 subsequent real time measurements of the first 900 femtoseconds
of the ultrafast demagnetisation process of a continuous 20 nm thick cobalt film at a fluence of
12mJ cm−2.
demagnetisation time is centred along a single value and allow us to exclude, within our
time resolution of 90 fs, the presence of more than one competing path. This result con-
stitutes a direct proof that ultrafast demagnetisation can be explained taking into account
only reproducible dynamics as discussed previously in chapter 3, confirming the sound-
ness of the models employed so far. The distribution of the experimental values for τM
can be fitted with a Gaussian curve leading to an average demagnetisation time value of
130± 30 fs which is in good agreement with what is reported in literature for cobalt con-
tinuous layers (see table 3.1 in chapter 3).
8.4.4 Preliminarymeasurements on Co/Nimultilayers
In the following we present preliminary measurements that were performed on [Co
(0.2 nm) / Ni (0.2 nm)]20 multilayers. Although these multilayer systems normally show
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, at this thickness ratio the magnetisation is in-plane
and the system can be probed using resonant T-MOKE. The particular interest in study-
ing systems with more than one magnetic component is that the coupling mechanism
between the different constituents can lead to more complex dynamics. The measure-
ments presented here are acquired at the Ni M2,3 edge. Since the Curie temperature of
Co/Ni multilayers (≈ 900K) is significantly lower than the one of pure cobalt (≈ 1400K), it
is important to make sure that the XUV probe pulse does not modify the magnetisation
state of the sample. For this reasonwehave acquired different T-MOKE images at different
XUV intensities with no IR pump.
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Figure 8.15: Statistical distribution of the demagnetisation time of a 20 nm thick cobalt film.
Figure 8.16 shows three line profiles extracted from T-MOKE images for three different
XUV intensities varying from 2.2× 109Wcm−2 to 1.4× 1011Wcm−2. As the T-MOKE signal
is proportional to the magnetisation, the line profiles are a real time measurement of the
sample magnetisation. Firstly, we can observe that the T-MOKE asymmetry at t = 0 de-
creases with increasing fluence of the incoming XUV pulse, suggesting that XUV induced
demagnetisation effects are present. Furthermore the T-MOKE asymmetry decreases
steadily with time in all three traces, indicating that XUV induced effects are still present
even at the lowest possible XUV fluence.
All the attenuators available at the beamlinewere used to achieve the highest possible
attenuation of the FEL beam. In order to decrease the XUV fluence further the only re-
maining option was to move the sample out of the zone plate focus. However, ray optics
simulations showed that when the sample surface is out of the zone plate focus, the band-
width of the incoming XUV beam induces too strong a degradation of the temporal resol-
ution. Furthermore, due to the very weak reflectivity of the sample measured in this ex-
periment, at 2.2× 109 Wcm−2 the signal to noise ratio on the reflection CCDwas too weak
to perform single-shot measurements of ultrafast demagnetisation. Figure 8.17 shows a
measurement performed averaging over 10 consecutive pump-probe events. The linepro-
file from the T-MOKE image is a combination of a constant slope, visible in the part before
the time overlap due the effect of the XUV pulse, and an exponential decay due to the
ultrafast quenching of the magnetisation induced by the IR pulse. For a complete under-
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Figure 8.16: T-MOKE asymmetry time evolutionwithout infrared pumping. The three line scans are
acquired at three different x-ray intensities varying from 2.2×109 Wcm−2 to 1.4×1011Wcm−2. The
inset shows one of the three T-MOKE images fromwhich the time traces are extracted.
standing of the observed behaviour one could think of integrating numerically the three
coupled differential equations of the three temperature model (see chapter 3) in the pres-
ence of two external excitations: a first one caused by the IR pulse, and a second, more
complex one caused XUV pulse with a tilted pulse front.
8.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a novel experimental set-up that enables the real-
timemeasurement of the transient XUV reflectivity of a sample with sub-100fs time resol-
ution. Typically, spatial encoding techniques in the XUV regime allow for probing a total
time period of less than 500 fs. By employing an off-axis Fresnel zone plate, we give the
first experimental proof of spatial encoding over a time window of 1500 fs.
Wehave successfully applied this set-up tomeasure in real time theearly timeperiodof
the ultrafast demagnetisationof a cobalt thin layer. Themeasurement correlates well with
what reported previously in literature for cobalt films confirming the high time resolution
of our technique. By analysing the statistical distribution of the demagnetisation time
obtained from 200 subsequent pump-probe events, we have proven that no stochastic
contributions are present in the early time period of the demagnetisation process. In the
case of Co/Nimultilayers even the lowest achievableXUVfluencewashigh enough to alter
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Figure 8.17: T-MOKE image and corresponding line profile acquired using 10 pump-probe events
at the lowest possible XUV fluence of 2.2×109 Wcm−2 with IR pumping at 12mJ cm−2.
the samplemagnetisation statemaking it particularly difficult to disentangle the separate
contributions of the XUV pulse and of the IR pulse to the demagnetisation process.
In future, one could think of a different set-up where the XUV fluence is significantly
reduced by the use of a line focusing zone plate, and the spatial encoding is achieved by
tilting the infrared pump pulse front with a plane grating. The use of a plane grating in the
pump beamwould also have the advantage of extending the available time window up to
a few tens of picosecond.
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Summary and Outlook
In the last twenty years the continuously increasing demand for storing information
has encouraged researchers to look for novel and more effective solutions to achieve
higher storage densities, higher speed and lower power consumption. Manipulating
magnetisation by exploiting magnetoelectric coupling is expected to lead to memory
devices with significantly lower power consumption. Similarly, laser-induced magnetisa-
tion processes are expected to improve the speed at which information is manipulated by
up to two orders of magnitude. The work presented in this thesis delivered new insights
into the magnetoelectric coupling in strain mediated artificial multiferroics, and into
laser-induced magnetisation processes in ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials.
The results can be divided in two parts. The work presented in chapter 6 and 7 focuses
on the observation of magnetisation switching under electric field and laser stimuli. The
work presented in chapter 8 focuses more on the ultimate mechanisms that govern the
interaction of magnetic materials with laser pulses.
In the experiments described in chapter 6 we have investigatedmagnetoelectric coup-
ling in Ni nanopatterned islands deposited on a PMN-PT ferroelectric single crystal. Our
results constitute the first experimental proof of a 90◦ uniform magnetisation rotation by
the application of an electric field. Since the rotationof themagnetisation is complete, the
corresponding magnetoelectric coupling coefficient is among of the highest measured so
far. We have found that the multidomain structure of the ferroelectric single crystal leads
to a complex strain-mediated magnetoelectric coupling. This suggests that realising the
full magnetoelectric stack at the nanoscale, in order to achieve a single domain configur-
ation in the ferroelectric as well as in the ferromagnet, is of primary importance not only
to fulfil large scale integration requirements but also to achieve a reliable magnetisation
manipulation by an electric field. The observed electric field induced reorientation is re-
lated to the strain generated in the ferroelectric as the polarisation switches, and therefore
the ultimate speed of the observed magnetisation reorientation process is limited by the
propagationof ferroelectric domainwallswhich is significantly slower than ferromagnetic
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switching. It would be interesting to employ the ferroelectric in its linear piezoelectric re-
gime (i.e. without triggering a ferroelectric polarisation switching) to generate short strain
pulses that could induceprecessional switching in a properly tailored ferromagnetic nano-
structure.
In chapter 7 we have investigated laser induced magnetisation switching in nanopat-
ternedGdFeCo nanostructures. Heat pulse induced switchingwas observed in nanostruc-
tures at different length scales down to a 200nmout-of-planedomain located in the centre
of a 400 nm wide nanostructure. Due to the structuring process, all nanostructures had
in-plane edge domains that are found to play no particular role in the efficiency of the
switching thanks to the strengthof thedriving force bywhich the switching occurs. Shrink-
ing the size of the switched area to below the diffraction limit of the laser beam triggering
the switching is one of themain challenges for laser inducedmagnetisation switching. In-
deed, it would be of great interest for future studies to verify the reliability of the switching
down to areas of few tens of nanometers with the use of near field enhancement nanoan-
tennas.
In chapter 8 we presented a novel experimental set-up that allows one to obtain a real
time measurement of the transient magnetisation state induced by the excitation of the
magnetic sample with an ultrashort infrared (IR) pulse. Our approach relies on ultrashort
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses from the free electron laser FLASH and an off-axis Fres-
nel zone plate to obtain a spatial encoding of the XUV-IR delay over a time window of
1500 fs. Using a single pump-probe event, we succeeded in capturing the ultrafast demag-
netisation process of a cobalt thin layer with a time resolution comparable to laser based
repetitive pump-probe experiments. The analysis of the statistical distribution of the de-
magnetisation timeobtained fromsubsequent shots, suggests that no stochastic contribu-
tion are present in the early time period of the demagnetisation process. In the case of the
measurements performedwithCo/Nimultilayers, the XUVfluence of the probebeamwas
high enough to alter the samplemagnetisation state evenwith the lowest possible XUV in-
tensity. In future, one could think of different set-ups where spatial encoding is achieved
not by tilting the time front of the XUV pulse but by tilting the IR pump pulse front with
a plane grating. This would allow on one hand to significantly reduce the XUV fluence by
positioning the sample out of focus and on the other hand to extend the available time
window up to a few tens of picosecond.
The results presented in this thesis stress the importance of further investigatingmag-
netisationprocesses at nanometer length scales and in femtosecond timescales. Although
this two aspects may seems apparently unrelated, the velocity of electrons in an itinerant
ferromagnet is approximately 1 nm/fs. In this regard, further novel and exciting results are
expected from experiments combining reciprocal space imaging with ultrashort pulses
from free electron lasers in the soft x-ray regime.
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Generation of ultrashort XUV pulses at FLASH
TheM2,3 resonances of 3d transition metals fall in the XUV energy range. To measure
laser induced ultrafast demagnetisation employing resonantly enhanced T-MOKE, one
needs ultrashort pulses in the XUV energy range. The generation of light pulses having
a centre wavelength of 120 nm to 10nm, cannot be achieved with the traditional solid
state laser technology where an active medium is pumped by an external source. At this
wavelengths, noactivemediumhas lowenoughabsorption to sustain lasing andalso there
are no availablemirrors having a high enough reflectivity to create amulti pass optical res-
onator.1
X-ray free electron lasers (X-FEL) are large scale facilities that circumvent these prob-
lems. In a X-FEL both the lasing medium and the pump source are substituted with a re-
lativistic electron beam. Similarly to what happens in synchrotrons, light is generated by
letting a relativistic electron beam travel through an undulator. In an undulator a periodic
array of magnets creates a sinusoidal magnetic field in order to make an electron beam
move in a sinusoidal pattern. When an electron beam travels through the undulator it
starts oscillating as well as emitting light, identified as spontaneous undulator radiation,
with a centre wavelength λ0 defined as:
λ0 =
λu
2γ2

1+
e 2B 20λ
2
u
8π2m20 c 2

(A.1)
where γ = E /m0c
2, λu is the undulator period, B0 is the peak magnetic field in the undu-
1This section follows the description given in: [1]
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Figure A.1: Typical X-FEL pulse energy behaviour as a function of the length traveled in the undu-
lator. Reprinted from [1].
lator, e the electron charge, c the speed of light andm0 the electron rest mass [2].
X-FELs produce lightpulses which are several orders ofmagnitude stronger than those
produced at synchrotrons because most of the electrons radiate coherently. Please note
that not only the pulses are stronger but their duration is normally below 100 fs, signific-
antly shorter than what is produced at storage rings and well suited for studying ultrafast
phenomena with high time resolution.
Lasing in X-FELshappens thanks to the SASEprocess, i.e. an amplificationof the spon-
taneous radiation generated in the first part of the undulator. When the undulator is suffi-
ciently long and the bunch peak current sufficiently high, electrons can lose their energy
by producing undulator radiation as well as efficiently gaining energy from the undulator
radiation. However, the electrons that have lost energy will oscillate on a different traject-
ory than those that have gained energy from the photon field and a longitudinal modula-
tion of the electron beamvelocity is generated. As a result, the electrons in the bunch start
to organise in micro-bunches that are shorter than the wavelength λ0 and start to emit
coherent radiation. The increase in the photon field when the micro-bunching starts, fa-
vours it even further producing an exponential growthof thepulse energy in theundulator,
leading to lasing. To sustain efficiently the SASE process the peak current of the electron
bunch must be very high, in the order of several kA. This is normally achieved by com-
pressing the relativistic electron bunches to sub-100fs duration. As a result the XUV pulse
generated in the undulator also has a sub-100fs duration.
Figure A.1 shows the typical energy profile of a pulse propagating inside an X-FEL un-
dulator. In the first part of the undulator the energy is constant and only spontaneous
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Figure A.2: Schematic of the free electron laser FLASH. Adapted from [3].
undulator radiation is produced. At a certain length the photon field is strong enough to
inducemicro-bunching and the pulse energy starts to grow exponentially. When no elec-
trons from the original bunch are left, it is not possible to increase the population of the
micro-bunches further and the pulse energy of the X-FEL stays constant.
Figure A.2 shows a schematic of the X-FEL FLASH in Hamburg. An electron bunch
with an integrated charge varying between 0.1nC to 0.5nC is generated in the electron
gun using a 10ps UV laser pulse focused onto a photo-cathode. The electrons are then
accelerated in the acceleration modules up to an energy of 1.25GeV. After two compres-
sion chicanes (BC1 and BC2) the beam travels through the undulator. The undulator at
FLASH-1 is 27m long, with a period λu = 27.3mm and has a fixed gap generating a peak
magnetic field B0 = 0.48 T [3]. After the undulator, the XUV radiation travels to the experi-
mental hall and the dipolemagnet deflects the electron beam to a beamdump, generating
dipole radiation which is used for diagnostic purposes.
It is important to note that the high peak current needed for the X-FEL operation can-
not be achieved directly at the photocathode using UV pulses with femtosecond duration.
The chargedensity in the electronbunchwould be toohigh and space charge forceswould
destroy the bunch profile. Therefore, tomaintain the quality of the electron bunches, they
are created withmodest peak currents of≈ 30Aand are accelerated to relativistic energies
as quickly as possible by the first cavity running at 1.3GHz. At relativistic energies, the
reciprocal distance of the electrons in the rest frame is increased and the space charge
forces are significantly lowered making it possible to compress the electron bunch to a
peak current of few kA.
In order to excite the sample under investigation, at FLASH a Ti:Sapphire amplified
laser system (identified as optical laser in figure A.2) delivers infrared pulses at 810 nm
centre wavelength with a pulse duration of about 60 fs. The infrared pulses produced by
this laser system are synchronised to the free electron laser via a feedback mechanism.
As conventional radio frequency (RF) signals do not guarantee femtosecond stability over
long distances, at FLASH a low noise optical master clock is synchronised to the 1.3GHz
RF frequency running the first cavity and distributed through the accelerator down to the
optical laser hutch via length-stabilised glass fibre links. The optical laser can be phase
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locked to the optical master clock with an average jitter smaller than 30 fs RMS [4]. The
delay between the IR pump and the XUV probe pulse can be deliberately modified by
modifying the optical path of the IR pulse using a retro-reflector based delay line posi-
tioned in the optical laser hutch.
The photo-cathode laser that generates the initial electron bunch is also synchronised
to the optical master clock. However, fluctuations in the amplitude of the accelerating
fields in the first accelerationmodule can cause fluctuations in the time-of-flight through
the first bunch compressor BC1 and, as a result, the time at which the electron bunch
reaches the undulatormay jitter up to few hundred femtoseconds. To overcome this prob-
lem a time-stamping system is implemented based on two beam arrival monitors (BAM1
and BAM2) that measure the arrival time of the electron beam with an accuracy better
than 10 fs. For each XUV pulse the timing informations are stored and the data can be
time-sorted reducing significantly the effect of the time arrival jitter. More details about
how the BAMs are implemented can be found at [5].
As free electron lasers are long accelerators, temperature drifts normally cause drifts
in the timing between different parts of the accelerator. The long term drift of the FEL
with respect to the optical laser is monitored by means of a commercial streak camera.
A small fraction of the optical laser pulse is picked before the delay line and sent to the
streak camera as a marker for the arrival time of the IR pulse at the experiment. The time
reference for the arrival of the XUVpulse is obtained sending to the streak camera a part of
the dipole radiation produced by the electron beam when it is directed to the final beam
dump. In this way, long termdrifts between the optical laser and theFEL canbequantified
with a precision of approximately 50 fs [6].
As the SASE process essentially starts from noise fluctuations, one should expect
changes in the intensity and spectral shape of the produced XUV radiation on a pulse
to pulse basis. For this reason, additional photon diagnostic tools in the experimental
hall operate independently from the experiment and allow to characterise each XUV
pulse. Two gas monitor devices, indicated as GMD-TUN and GMD-BDA in figure A.2,
allow to measure the pulse intensity as well as the beam position. A variable line spacing
spectrometer (VLS) monitors the XUV spectrum of each pulse. More details about how
the photon diagnostic works can be found at [7].
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